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itcpcttioN;., GRADING AtIOGARIIE,NIN' p

7

ras,conductini a day-long seminar on evaluatibh options at
,toe U verSily. of Wisconsin, Stevens' Point. When my-host introduced me, he
Wybnde ed someone_ with a hobby like garcVning (we had swapped,

yarns the previ.ous evening),and who was averse to tests aniimeasure-ga 0,eni
,,,,-,;rrients, *add. hecome interested in_ filing, alternatives Id grading:

"reflect on mylitit teaching*years in Park Forest, Illinois, I remember
'how faithfully I practiced the skills learned in Dr. Hauge's Educational Measure.--

P ment 202. My slide rule, was well used. redtrnated -my 'students' compositions
I(although must admit the first 25.alway,s se ed to get more thorough atien-

Ion), I calculated my normative test scores (no electronic calculators in those
,

.days); and' I detailed each quiz, score, adding precise points up to the fourth
decimal (sometimes the fifth!). ,l;lo accountant kept More precise records. Dr:
Hauge would have been pleased to recall that I was his A student.

Over the years, I refined my ?ysteniu:,Sometimei I wondered whether the
"throw 'em down the staircase" rule wouldn't have been more accurate and
burned less midnight oil, but I never succumbed to that temptationat least
until my daughter Carla started school. In fact, 411 my children shared the respon- 1

sibility. Un it they started to school and I, was, fOrced to'wear my school-parent
i ...hat, I was ntent enough to play the grading game, to garden,,and to believethat

;Igilades had ost much to do witl education. But when I began to perceive the
negative .effect that grades did have on hildren, on my children, I could no.longer
hide behind the red pencil;and the blac _book.

I am glad to say that' my childre have never received a grade; and they
prObably won't until they begin high iehool. Happily, we can; deal with real issues

.., , at home, and in our parent-teacher conferencti. In this past year, we have focused
on Jamie's small muscle difficulties (he's a first grader) and the math he loves ti=ny

on, a math nut?),-on getting Mary Jo less involved with books and more with
, other children (Mary Jikkis a fourth grader in love with horses and horse, stories),

and on helpirrg.Carla finish her weekly goal contracts without damming on th
last night. (Carla is a middle schoolei who lovesschool, hergiano, and her friends,

4, bu t .al-So has seff-expectations that leave her with more to do than she cari fit into 0

a week,) In ,between confefehces, we've read some "fuzzies from teacher," shared.,
several_phone p:inversations,helped with homework, dried tears,..reviewed stacks
of completed, workbooks, drawings, and tests, checked over daily records, and
talked'inuch together.

ese _e3cperiences, com§ined- with my increasing -dislike for the respon-
sibility mposed to evaluate students by standards that I found inadequate and
often dci pl.ary to my own values, made me gradually aware that grades were
couriterproduttive to all that I loved about yarning. I decided -to act. I saw no
valitkvargtiments 'td defend-my continuing use of grades. If I could not tolerate
grg foisti6cin my own children, I would not.impose grades on otheri.own

.fco.m.-thal: first-decision .of -mile. many changes evolved. The.specifiC steps
are of =Portant. What, is'important, Ithink, is the process that has carried'me to

oint where ;I can "Grades, as used in 92, percent of our
sc are the key factor iff the perpetuation of a schoolingfirocess which has
failed' to- accornpliih its own expectations:" I wed not cite the unhappy facts of

Conflict, and:teacher despair that characterize bur schools. Parents,
and teachers are trapped in a system in which the real, but hidden

nda is Control, noilearning, and where the ultimate weapon of control is the
grade.
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Those who support traditional grading will ugue that the fault rests with the
teachers (always convenient scapegoats), rather than with the grading system
itself. This argument, wrongly, I think, idealizes the teacher as a being with, no
faults, no weaknesses, no personal opinionsa fantasy of perfection. But grading
forces edgy teacher, no'matter what her/his beliefs; -to-adopt an evaluation sys-
iem the essence of which is to hamper, to devalue, and to destroy individual
self-worlh. No matter what, good intentions a teacher caught in this 'system may.
harbor, or how she/he may play down the negative aspect of grades; no matter
how the 'class may be involved in decisions about grading standards, or what
hainane strategies may be used to counteract the atmosphere, one bitter reality
remains: at semester's end, the verdict comes, camouflaged as an A, B, C, D, or F.

Let there be no misunderstanding. I believe that grading is morally wrong,,
practically, ineffective, and a major deterreht to learning. I believe that no teacher
should be forced to $rrade, and no student be graded. These are basic rights. I do
not say that evaluation is unimportant to the learning process. It is important. I do
not suggest we sweep away grades with one immediate sttoke. I do say that every
teacher, Student, and parent should strive to eradicate the gradikg..game as quickly
as practicable. With that key out of the lock, we can open the door to more
successful teaching aed more beneficial learning.

3
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- THE GRADED SOCIETY: AFTER ALL EGG CRATES, MEAT SLABS,
AND BUREAUCRATS ARE GRADED, AREN'T THEY,?

a

At a National Conference on Grading Alternatives, a workshop leader asked
audience-.members to describe or define grades in a school context.

"It means to level. Grades.leyel kids out."

.

"Whenever my principal starts his bit about grades, we get hung t, 1

up- on efficiency. 'Let kids know where they stand,' he.says. I picture
my dad's egg farm. As kids, we had to snatch eggs out of the nest and.
take them to a sorting room. There, the giant, white eggs*vere stacked
in AAA cartons. AA's and A's were shuffled into their special boxes. The
speckled eggs were dropped into bins. They were shipped to the bakery. ..

., -
Solid browns were passed into the - family larder. My principal is sold on- i
the same system for grading. It's all very quick, clean, and efficient."

"Ours ,is. a bureaucratic society. Bureaucrats are divided by '
grades ..." I

"Grades are my dad sitting in judgmentatrepOrt card time. We
were twelve. Each kid Could expect either an allowance increase or .
isolation from. attention and affection for the month."

"The real world is a world of grades and classes. Grades and
marks prepare students to live in a graded society. Everything in its
place ..."

"I once remember taking my fifth graders on a trip to the packing
house. Great slabi of raw meat hung from hooks. Three somber men in
white atlas poked, prodded, and marked each slaba purple prime,
choice, or whatever: That night I had to make out the semester grades. I
didn't have'a white coat."

"If grades were god enough for me, why aren't they OK for my
students? I survived,grades ..."

a

ades and you will receive a potpourri of responses. The con- . I

fusion of associations with the word "grade" stems for the most part from a
confusion of attitudes, experiences, valugs, and beliefs about what is iMpottant in
teaching and learning. The result is 'a system that most clear-thinking teachers and
Parents know is a mess, butwhich few haye the energy to combat. /'

'
"I remember grades. I remember very well how grades pitted me

and my' four, brothers against mom and dad. Each eight ,weeks was a
battle,of wits. We competed for rewards. 'Sometimes, knowing a bad
report was on the way, I would race home to snitch the mail. I'd doctor
the repprt and slip it back into the pile before:aid read the, mail. I wish
My childreti-wouldn't have to experience 411 that lying and cheating.
But what ens is there? Grades are like the plagde. Nobody wants them,
but tvhoknows ho;,v to-get rid of them'?" (from a pirent's letter).

. Grades and "M4rics, as; any student in the last three generations will attest, are
ah established American tradition. After the surge to urban centers spelled the
demise of thcr, one-room -'sthool house. in The early 1900's, the-push for efficient
institutions- created administrative bureaucracies ,OD increased complexity,
eluding, neatly printed grade cards. So rapidly did the graded report card take firm '-

root that. by 1911 the first major research, project's negative xonclusions could
-not destroy it.1" .

In,--the years froin 191-1 to 1960, schOol systems toyed with various letter
and number reporting systems. Althoigh research continued to show that grades
were damaging to the educational process, only superficial changes were con...

9
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ceived. A classic -example was in ;he Philadelphia experience. Between 1910 and
1960, the Philadelphia elenientary schools floated from a 1 to 10 number system
to denote all-around progress and letter,grades for conduct (1913-22)-, a five-letter
code by subjects (1922-34), a three-symbol approach (1934-40), a two-letter
approach (1940-48), a four-letter approach (1948-54), and a fiye-letter approach
(1954-60).

In the 1960's, the struggle to humanize schools burst into a two-pronged
attack on grades and MArks.,In the-colleges, the .students' battle for power forced
the "relevancy" issue on unheeding faculty. Pass/Fail -course options, written
evaluations, and competency evaluation systems were introduced on big and small,

. campuses. For the most part, the supposed iny(ovations reflected the superficial
"fiddling" experienced byh schoolSTa1de4mentary. schools in the first half of
the century: the letters changed, nothing more. (Yale Vniversity played the game
adroitly. Yale shifted from ABCDEF to P/F. Within a few years, P/F gaye way to
Honors, HP, P, and Fail, without a computed grade point average. In the early
1970's, ABCD returned. In 1975, the F returned!)

In the elementary and secondary schools, a second and more significant
attack on grading took place. At the elementary level, a vAr' iety of reforms
tangential to the grading issue gathered momentum under the humanistic flag.
The open classroom and British infant schools stressed personalized instruction;
.confluent education called, attention to the integration of subjects ant disciplines
into coherent. instruction of the child as a wciole rather than as a colledlon of
isolated skills. The quest for a clarification of values pushed learninacyond the
nartow scope of facts and figures -to the application of abstract idea's in the
'solution of personal and'practical life problems. Motivated by these and other
approaches which "gave legitimacy"' to feelings, attitudes,. beliefs, and values in
the classroom, school systems sought new ways to organize and to administer
individualized instruction. Many elected to follow the behavioral path. Guidedohy.
Bloom 'and Mager, (-with a s ?ecial boost from state legislatures bent on efficient
accountability), school systems as large as -That of Chicago and as small as ,,
Anoka's, 2 Minnesota, devised,'"continuous progress" instruction. IncOntinuous
prpgress, each student can progress at her/his own learning rate through a step-
by-step scale of learning objectives. Specific objectives spell out what the student
must master at each step. To master Tans to demonstrate that he or she has .

learned the idea or skill delineated in a specific learning objective. For instance: in
the following scale, no student could move from step 1, to step 2, until she/he .

could show the teacher that step 1 had been attained according to the criteria.
Ideally, if the student cannot move to step 2, it ir the teacher'si-esponsibility to

' find a different jay to help the child succeed. -

.

STEP 1: The student will underhand the conceptsof zero and whole nuin-
bers. .

MAste4ed X

STEP 2: TFie student will understand place value.

Mastered
t. ,

STEP 3: The student will add and subtract up to three lilace numbers.
/ .

Mastered

10
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, Continuous progress assumed, many forms' teacher-made objectives and
. ..

materials, prepackaged reading and math curricula (for example, the Ginn basic
composition and IPI mathematics) or all school conversion plans (for example,
the IGE approach front the Wisconsin Research and Development Project)..

At the secondary level, the thfust against grading was advanced most
c

strongly by the public alternative -seho' ol movement Initially a reaction against .
4)

the "dehumanization" associated, with public Schools, the alternative schools c

assumed a radical, free school stance. As the-need fora separate identity subsrded, .

alternative schools became m -ore utilitarian and practical in character, basing their
attitudes on humanistic ,learning principles: -Rather than the absenCe, of all
structure prevalent in the free school, alternative schools developed structures;and e

support systems which gave first privity' to student needs. Several districts, most
notAly Bfrkeley, California,.and 'Quincy, Illinois, devised multialternatives. Each
optional school .developedita coherent philbsophy, methodology, and structure

. .
that matched the, needs of its population. (At Quincy, students may elect
structured program with its traditional courses; an individualized program that -.

uses contract learning and self-pacing; an arts program that combines -large and ....
. .

small group instruction; and a career program- balancing in-schocil learning with,.
outside-the-walls options.) ..

On he cutting edge of change ansi free from ponderous bureaucratic_deci-
sion-making pfactices, alternative schools -have supplanted the more trzlifiohal

. 4 university' lab schools as the prime c ?eators of qualit;innovations. Examples
-, abound. In- the schoolS-without-Walls, teachers have developed practical career -

sed options: internships, apprept eships, and on-site instruction by business, , r, .

--pr-Ofe-iiionat, and industrial splunteers. In the SWAS (schools-within-a-school) ;'
teachers have devised interdisciplinary studies, a t'ialAneed emphasis on affective .
and cognitive learning, peer instruction, cross-age.tutoring, parent-student-faculty
involVemsnt in decisiOn making, instructional techniques based on needs, and the ..
use of ccduntinity volunteers. . .

,---
, 1

The refinement of these teaching-learning options, -which broke down-the
box structureof. traditional schooling, supported thelincreasingly'perceived need', ,

a

for evaluation methods suitable to new learning stiles. Teachers asked:'"If I
individualize instruction, why must.my evaluation remain comparative?" ... ,

I In the late sixties and earlseventies, other bi'eakthroUghs added impetus to .
%.....:

4the movement for workable alternatives togrades. ., . .

1. Schools Without Failure:2 William Glasser dtscribed how,
failtile, in early scheoling clouded the child%fotal school

' - experience., For those who would argue that failure was an
important- karning experieect, Glasser countered that fail- e. _
ute only taught students hoW to fail. He implied that if we
red the number of failures as a criterion of success, schools

I 'tkould merit to grades. o ., . ,c.,
To counter the hang -up with failure, Glasser,prorrosed the
school 4,ithout failure. Inthit scho,ol, Glasser' not only,
eliminattd the F." grade, but also added teaching strategies

-.
,.

"which would help students experience success. fie advo-
.

catdd th44"talk circle" based on his Reality Therapy tech-
' -4' niques, teacher-student planning:conferences-, and the.

- elimination' of Ininishtnint, pi-Caching, and passive lisiening.
. _

2. Pygmalion in the Clasiroom: Teacher Expectation and Pupils'.
intellectual Divelopment.3 Rosenthal and Jacobson showed

.1 how IQ tests framedieiclier expectations of students' learn-
. ing. Whett told that certain students had high IQ's (they did

. not), teacher§ judged these students with the highest ratings
. -

r \ .
.

. till(

.:, - ' . , . .
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in all areas of performance.including creativity and initia-
tive. These higher ratings were attriheutable soIeN on the
teachers' expectations for each child's performance and Wad
no correlation with measured ability. t

Since' Pygmalion, other experiments have ,cov_ohorated
Roserahals and Jacobson's "self-fulfilling prophecy."
Although no formal research relating grades to teacher ex-
pectations has been performed, two teachers M Ohio did
substantiate -the relationship to their school board's satisfac-

- -

.Sixty junior:high students were selected by computer to
participate in the Ohio- study. After two 30 had Bsor
A averages in English and 30 had C or I) averages. The high
average students were assigned 40 a,"regular" track class for
junior 'English. The teacher was informed that placement
tests indicated these,-students were "104 achievers even for
regular track 'and she should clo thellest,,she eould." The
.low average students were plackl "Colleprep" track
junior English class. The teacher iris Wild that lienstudenti
were "cooperative, hard-working, creativeand nice."

Even though fhe results were not derived from a formal
rescal"ch project, they were more than interesting.

o`

A-B Group 4 C-D Group
.

High achievers described Low achievers described
as "low achievers" as "cooperative, creative,

etc:"
Yearend A-b A-3 .
-grades B-2 ' B;14

C-19 C-121
1"-Y-5 1)-1
F-3 F-d,

3. The National Conference on Grading Alternatives. Taking a
cue from Wad-ja-Get?,4 the Ohio Education Association

. sponsored a national conferente to focus on the .grading
Issue. More than 800 educators assembled in Cleveland co #'

hear Neil Postman, Sidney Simon, Art Comtis, and Rod
Napier lead discussions and workshops. -The conference
attendees, not wanting its impact to die, organized (the
National Center fort rading/Learning Alternatives.

4. The College Guide for Experimenting High SchoolsA The
first commission for NCGLA was-a research project} Con- t
ference participants and workshop leaders had perceived
"college adthissions" as a major obstacle to evaluation re-
fords. Real or imagined, the perception held by parents,
teachers, and schooradministratorsthat colleges would not
admit students without a grade-transcrip or class rink,
needed investigation. NCGLAstsurvey-ftd 2,600 foirr- and
two-year college admissions *officers and 97 percent re-
sponded. Less than 3 percent required grades or grade-point
averages for admissions. Among the four -year - schools,

-"applicants seeking "fair and equal" retiew without grades
were encouraged to" submit "mare information, not less."

'SAT/ACT test results, vkitten teacher eyaluations;'criterion
lists, achievement test results, and essay were recom-
mended by 77 percent:of the. four- schools in this
category.

Slope- 1974, NCGLA has cosponsored more than- .a'aozen
state conferences on grading alternatives. In two states,

ref Ir .

1



Minnesota and Oregon, assisted by stiong leadersiiip.froit
r' the state professional associations, follOw-up conferences,

and workshops have supported the local developrtient of
evaluation and' reporting alternatives' to grades. In

s, Minnesbta, the State Department ofiEclucation hai'added
its resources by providing lonsultant support and. project
guidance to -local districts-which.ltave used parent, teacher,- .

and student input to devise alternitives'to grades.

In some respects, evaluation 'and reporting are coming full dircleto the
. pregrade impetus.of thg.late nineteenth century..As',parenti call for involvement

and accountability, as, alterpstive, schools return. to the personalized classtoom of
the one -room school house, ands ailministratori discover-that 'efficient cOmpar.;,
isons do not gyarantee learnink,;cooperative,efforts to huma'rtize chluation and
reporting give hope that gradine,kilrindeed apply only to ;ileatfpacking, egg
crating, and IriStittitibnal bureaucracies- other than schools.

"..
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MTICI-IS ABOUT GRADES: IF MYTHS WERESTRIKES,
GRAI5ES WOULD Bt dUT.:

..
Remember Romulus and Remus? Sisyphus? Icarus? Zeus and 'Apollo? Mae

were- the characters of myth who intrigued our youthful imaginations. In childissh
delight, we believed tilde stoiles of fabled. adiventUres in far distant places. To,the
an'cient myths olAGreece and Rome, Modern school lore adds its own mythology,

,

," including multiple myths abotitgralles. f,

.,
. i',/ .

4,,f.

The:First Myth
Grades are Objective 'Reports

.

.

t

;

. ,itt . , - /
)To demonstrate the so-called objectivity orgrades, gather 25 or 30 teachers .

'or parents fogether. how the triungle diagram to the gro,up and *ask each person :

to count silently dit number of Wangles percented. After three minutes, stop phe
count _and tell the group that you are going to tabulate the results. List the
numbers 1 to 30 -so that an can see (overhead or blackboard). Call Out each ,

number and tabulate raised-hands. for each number. When the results are seen, ask
q' aodiene. to .explaip the discrepandies. You might expect responses like these:

2 4 .0 , , A t

"I didn't see the small triangle in the center." .. ,,

"I made triangle in the lower right corner."

"I wasn't sure if the lines were'straight."

"I didn't sec all the combiriations."'

"I thought you wanted only'themkjor triangles."

"I saw eyerypne else working and I keptplugging away to make sure
I had more. I didn't want to be stupid." ,

"That's a triangle?"
'

0 -
and so on. .. .

Objectivity versus.tubjectivity is a nonissue, especially When pertelitionLare-
involved. Aided by a precise, geometric definition, ounting triangles',Should result.
in Strong arguments 'favoring objectivity,: Unfortunately for those who would
worship objectivity, individual, perceptioinotobined by.physical location (distance,

_ .

14
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angle, light), personal experience (good and bad teacher, positive and negative
feelings, chance y practice), individual need (closure,. anxiety, competitive
achievement) and ether influences shift the seal towar covity, even when
an objective subject such ag math is cdnsid ed. The proble becomes more
complicated when grades a Meshed.

15

The Cap ! of ally Sharp.

Sally Sharp is a 'superstar 0'Rn-dents go. She knocked the top off
the California Test' of Basic Skills, ranked number 1 in her class, Snd
captained the girl's field hockey teak In the first quartcr,:Sally earned
straight A's in all subjects.

In 'the second quarter, Sally Orformed as follows in Civics'!.

I. She gaye an excellent oral report to the class on the Work-
. ings of the "check and balance" sl'stern. She used charts
' and a sound-slide show which she prepared.

Sally received 99 percenti the. highest grade, on her U.S.
4 Constitution test.

3. As As lakindependent, extra tcredit Project, Sally interviewed
ithe; legislator and desiglteda comic .book which showed the

legislator introducing a bill- before the Senate.
A

,$ Sally' worked M4th a coentnittee to present a debate-"Re n t
" 'solved: -The President Murst xeidise Moral Leadership."

Sally's affuinative won. ,
- 51 Tteriti'g the fin;.l week of the third quarter, Sally desided tb

run fin student council president. She was excused from
class twice, - weekly to plan her campaign. As a 'result, she
was allowed:to postpone her quarter test, "The Roles and

, Responsibilities of -the President," until after the election.

6. Because she was running for office, Sally believed that she
could not offend other students in class. When controversial
issues 'arose, she never expressed her personal views and
sided with the mhjority, even when she disigreed in
ple. tk

7. Sallrs final quarter report," he Decision To Withdraw from
Viet Nam," was, poorly- researched. Although not up to
Sally's usual standards, the report was one.of the best in
class. . '

11.i"

,..45,r,L Sally w,is defeated for office

, Sally failed the Makeup exam which she took the day after
theelection.

To ,'move the objectivity-subjectivity .discussion from triangles to students
and, grades., ask-- the teachers and parents to grade Sally on an A to F scale, and /,
explaih -the grade. Record-the grades and the explanations for all to see, Just _as
the Iliott and tarch study (p. 9) illustrated that each teacher would grade a
common essay o math test by subjective standards, you, can anticipate that your
parents_ and teat ers will assign to Sally different grades for different. reasons.
There-is no way that ,a 0tteralized symbol, be it an A, a C, or a Pass can fair/y-s,
represent a compromise among ..class goals, individual ability balanced against
achieycwent, teacher expectations,. and the accompanying multitude of values,
fee.lifigs, and beliefs which' comprIse -i classroom. Without the compromise,' the
myth of grading pbjectively cannot'annot represent reality. The objective grade is_asnyth.--

e

-
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The Second Myth
Students and Parents Want Grades

Picture 300 junior high school students gathered. with parents in the local
high school auditorium. On stage, two high school counselors prepare to answer
questions and discuss "Preparing for High School." The hands wave:

"Do my eighth grade grades make any -4ference in what
courses I take ?"

. ;

.(R) "Of course. Thqse with high grades in the fast segtester will
have first selection for the high tracts.;We grill use your test
scores and grades. These tell us who the interested students

, are."

(0' "Does my level in high school have any effect on college
' admission?" r

(R) "Most definitely. Your class \rank is weighted so that an ,
- honors level A is worth more than a regular level A. You need

.
to. get your best grades, now to insure higBer level place-
ment!' A I

' a. 't(00"isn't an A in the .second track.better than an B or t: in the--, honors track?" .. 1

(R) "I don't doubt that a college admission; offiecer takes most
. notice of how many A's there are. A's are alwAis the best."'

4 , , S

(Q) "If that is so, how can Is be sure I Will get ih the level where
',I'll get the most A's?" ..

As the questions and responses pass, the.tally of topics illustrates how stu-
dents and parents demand gradcl, especially when the college admissions myth is

. reinforced by the school and community:

Grades{26 questions)
2. Tests {6 questions)

,3, Discipline (2 questions),

4.
5.

Course'Options (1 question)

Alternative learning programs (3 questions)

6. Support services (1 question) .

7. -Otlier (3 questions) . ,

, Ironically, the evating session ended with co ntradictory counselor com-
ments. On the one hand, pareho, were advised, "Don't respond- to 'your. child's,

-''.'.. wants." On, the other hand, -grades and tests were reinforced as "the evaluation-
SI system which parentS and students want." ',

Aside fromthe contradiction, defense.of grades based on "Want" is a shallow
argumot. In one Ar i students -were asked to thoo'se between grades and no
grades.--Obviously, the heavy majority opted for grad, es. What .adult would select
no salary if given the eitliektor choice -to work with pay or without pay? The.
students uNderstand their reward System; grades are the open' sesame to parental

-- favor, allowances, peer status, weekend privileges, anil dreams of college. Why
-surrender a possible kingdom for nothing? -. .

.

'What hap'pens when students are askid to :elect alternative evaluation
methods not linked to. a normative purrishment-reward Resekarch has

given no clear answer to this question. One hint, however, comes from the experi-

Pk
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ence of ,Students in alternative learning programs. At John Adams,High School in
Portland every student may elect grades in addition to written teacher evalua-
tions.:Less thaw 30 percept do's°. At the Center for, Self-Directed Learning in
Winnetka, Illinois, students have decided by consensus not only to reject grades,

. but also to insist that all evaluatOrs be' trained to write evaluations and to conduct .
1. family conferetiees according to defined and acceptable criteria. These instances,

- like experielice in other schools which 'give evaluation options, imply that stu-
dents-may "want grades" because wades are the'only feedback tool they know.
) ,

) .t. ',

z

The third Myth
Colleges RequiiGrades'

,
"But collegesfequire grades."

L.But high schools require grades."

"But junior highs require grades."

"But elementary schools require grades. 4
,

The scapegoat string qualifies for what a five-year-old boy called "infinity vplus one."
The collegs. admisSiorts _trith is the base of the schqlastic ,stepIddder. At best,

the 4st-ePladder-aemonstrates the possibilities for - irresponsible scapegoatirig, "the
(any 4me you 'want) school requires,grade;" rationalization. At worst, the Steb,-
ladder serves to brainWash students,into playing the '`,`I Dream of Success"game;
its, whimsical rules, reinforced by bureaucratic administrators, support elitism and
racism. Fears of failure manipUlate parent's and students away from learningand
toward the superficial '!wad-ja-get?" The kindergarten mania for letter grades "to
prepare the child for elementary school" culminates in the business recruiter, who

-,-"mnst have grades."
*If each passing on of responsibility to the next scholasticcldvel were defen-:

sible in fact (what happened to that passion for objectivity?), the stepladder
would stand. But the facts do not support any rationale given for the stepladder
arrangement. The following arguments, supported by research and tommon sense,
militate against the stepladder mentality:

4 ... ,

- . .
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1. Rosenthal and Jacobson's Pygmalion in _the Classroom3; counters these
arguments in favor of grades. Strong support against grading young
children comes from Glasser, Combes, Bloom and most other con-
temporary psychologists.'

In December 1975, a study of criteria used by major cori;oratio
recruit college irafittlates showed that grades were not the most irrr. 1

tant standard. Because the recruiters recognized the inherent un-
reliability of grades, they were more ,interested in appraisals, detailed
and criterion based, of the candidates' personal qualities. About grades,
one recruiter for a Fortuney50o company said:. "Grades me a distant
second. Grades say.little-..They are vague and unreliable::

3. Research studies have documented the unreliability Of Odes to predict
success. The highest positive correlation shows that high, grades indi-
eate, as one might expect; that 'a student will earn more such.grades at
the next higheracademic level. (They also.shpw by inference, but never
by direct statement, that low grades and" failures continue at each

17
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The FOurth Myth
Grades Insure Competency

.

t-

succeeding level of academia: D's and F's are perman,ent brand.)
the time comes for academic whizzes, to enter the job world, gradei not
only fail to predict success, but theyalso demonstrate, that "thire was
no relation between. success as measured by grades in a school. setting,
and success in,job pefformance ratings.%! In short, glades fail to prepare
students for the world-that exists `outside' the school walls.

4. Counselors for students of alternative high schools report that graduates
have a college acceptance rate equal to Or better than graduates .

district traditional schools!: Newton's Murry 'Road Annex, 'ChiCago's
Metro High, and Hartford's, Shanti Schbol have :Challenged the'
admissions myth and shown that 'a "no grates" transcript does, no't
mean 'rio college admission." . 4 a

,
`,Grades," writes a :!defender, "insure Minimum competencies, and basic',

skills." If grades -do, so,, why d6 so many high school graduates lack the ability to
write simple sentences or read at a

on
grade level? If grades insure com- .

petenciesrrwhy are employers harping On Many employees' la4k,of basic math and
reading skills? If grades` communicate "mastery of the bnsics,4, why arc parents ;
crying "Baqc to the basics"? , -,-

deathlia*tfonal grading, hi many respects, must share responsibility for the e :
of competd.rwies, especially in basic' skills. A's', I3,3's,jand C'S camouflage a multi- -
tude of sins. Because the letter grade is charged to accomplish everything front
positive reinforcement to creativity to mastery of this,course's skills, each teacher
tries vainly to make the best decision for each child. For some teachers, the grade
is the carrot; for others, the stick. In no two situations does the same grade mean
the same thing. Unspecific, uninformative, subjectively judgmental; the grade can-
not communicate accurately what skills each student' has mastered. The results
lead inevitably to high school graduates who cannot read street signs, complete
tax farms, or pass a driver's test. Grades add up to incompetency.

If grades do' not insure basic' skill masterror competency, whA.t do they
accomplish?

.

I. Grades maintain a racist, elitist, and sexist educational system. The All-
Afnerican grading game has clear rules, all'loaded to favor victory by the White,
.upper middle-clats male. Although the American school system has assumed the
appearance of.")zlemocratic education, in reality if rigidly to the nineteenth'
,century principles of classical, aristocratic education: Just as blood and title
predicted success at Oxford, grades-and "standardized achievement tests predict
success at Harvard Law, School: .

Graduate school 'deans, relying on research which demonstrates that &des
are the best predictors of academic success, start achain reaction. Down thee line,
giades become a key weapon which allows teachers to shape and select who will

/advance up the ladder of success. Among the subjectiye reactions to grades are a
host df culturally induced: attitudes about sex, race, and class. From kindergarten

ward,uprd, the selection proce'ss weeds out the female, the poor, the Black or Latino
t who-- doesn't fit subjective expectatiOns. With the "objective grade" as defense

. rationale, dropouts and pushouts are'scorried as "lasers,'! girls are steered kindly
into honk economics and nursing, and the nonworshipper of books is directedat
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f .
age fourteen--into. work training. (Even the HoUie of Commons allowed its
mem,bers to select' their seats!)

The most virulent voices in defense .of separatist grading practices are thoSe
parents whose children hold wintiing tickets. Grades equal passage up the corpo-
rate ladder. The success formula, a ,scholarly personification of the American
dream, is simple: grades4= $; $ = power; power 77: success. 'Not unlike the early
Putitanswho measured salvation by quantity of material goods'owned, the grade-
grubbing parent success by multiple A's on a report card. From kinder-
garten on, A's reinforce that Johnq is a good.boy, playing the game, moving up
the lacier to a select graduate school, a posh home, in a, protected suburbap
enclave, and a partnership in the prestigious law firm.

-Thle story below, a version Of a news _item in a big city paper, illustrates all
tooYividly,)-the effect of grading on sonic students:

The "F" Tragedy,

OO his reiurp from class at the local junior high cut a Monday
afternoon a few years ago, Jim Jones ,was holding a :report card. It
showed three F's, one C, and one D. He dreaded giving it to hisparents.

At dinner that evening, when, he broke the,news, he was,scolded
as his brothers and sister listened.

Shortly afterwards', Jim left the house alone. He did not come
back. f

Early' next morning, a woman walking her dogan the pal-k found
Jim's body, hanging by a scurf from an iron railing.

Verdict: presumed suicide.
Presumed motive: despondency over school grades.

2. Grades foster destructive. competition. American, character is
forged in healthy competition. But when the sides are unevenly balanced, when
some players havg no chance to win, or when comp'etition becomes the end-all;
the American, character is warped. What resporigible coach would send an injUred,
unprepared,' undersized, or out-of-shape player the middl-dOrtrie Super'tv
Bowl? What responsible business executive would g le the company's future, do
an inexperienced or untrained salesperson? Yet, ch day students without suf-
ficient emotional or intellectual preparation ar Jorced into competitive class-
rooms and told to "sink or swim." The results aP as predictable as in business or
sports. If the unprepara foot,ball player is .not.; tired; he is discouraged; if. the
111;equipped student is not overWhelmed, he ,,he lapses into apathy. Defeat
begets defeat; failure begets failure. "Thelast me of -defense is passive anger,
dropping out, drugs, and vandalism. `g.

Because grades stress competition agains external ollponents,, little school
attention is given to internal competition. I the traditional, school, discipline,
responsibility, and goals are outer-directe 'elf-discipline, personal goals; and
self-evaluation are ignored. In order to satin', the voracious appetite of the great
god Competition, successes and failures are trte ultimate musts: for every winner,'
we mist have a loser. After all, winning andllosingnot.self-disciplined learning
ISthe name of the game.

. .

3. Grades create a Watergate mo' rata y: "Remember the surprise generated
the press revealed how

"brightI

".Mitchell and Erlichman were?..How could
, .

t 'men commit flagrant crime? ji .

40
,
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- : :Profitably, the'.1east surprised group w'e-re law and meaicat 'stu'dentgThey-c-7 ,.
knew Nikon and his Watergate cohorts were men who had learned early in proks- l'-' 4"

e /.-
.

'slonal school that "dirty trick" guaranteed a high rank, in class. The name otthe
professional school game is "'survival." "Get the. other guy before he gets you."'

?
-"Break lab equipment, steal mites, :tiny term papers:" "Grades," _commented a

..-. ' -

recent Harvard law graduate; "ire
,

-only-only things .that, count. Ironically; the ,0

f people most likely to lead our state and federal governments, care' for otif side,
,, , --

O

and" operate ,Out big businesses learn: one kq t end justifies the means.
, Does fl,yorle <with an ounce pf sense wonder wt, dkat and conniving popped,:

` out -in Watergate? I'm only. surprised- that they vv'ereAumb' enough:to get cattght,"
(

r f* .1 k e
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The -follOWing is a version of a news, item that appeared nationally in the,.
newspapers: F.

4 ( -%
-, The recent scandal at Weit 'Point involving cheating orilKe part of , ,

.

90 cadets was a shattering eveqt:in the academy 'e long history. Is there
h more telling comment on "thel3ernicious influence of the struggle for

. good grades? , , ,
.,- I 1

7

, ..

s
4. Grades divide students and teachers.' The gre er the, grade pressure on

istudents, the greater the division betWeen teachers and ,udenfs--the us and them
. syndrome. Grading is a deptrsonaliod war- game., TeaVers use strategerris,-to

"keep kids ,in ,their place." 8tuderti design, countermoves-iselling term papers,
cribbing, plagiarizing and making test files. Camps divide with .teachers accusing
each other of "loyering standards" and "kowtowing" and with studentS debating

. over "brownnosing" and "apple-plishing."
D.

5.' Grades reduce learning tb'a survival of the fittest chaiade. Learning, the'
quest to- '`know and grow, is squeezed out of the classroom by the competitive
battle for grades. When students are compared one to the other, winning and
losing becomes more important than ideas and skills. FaWning, cheating, and
stealing to get top grades take priority over working together, mastering skills, and
exploring new ideas. For those who achieve to marks, the lesson is clear: survival
means coRping a grade. To those who garner D's and F's, learning means "'honesty
doesn't pay"; fOr those with average grades, the lesson, is "sit still and accept the
fact that you will always be a C student who sees life.in average way,s." Few learn
to risk new insights, inquiry, discovery, honestyr or

e

creativity; To the grade
grubber, not to the learner, go the spoils,

.. /
6. - Grades devalue' self-worth. One of the more gruesorne Greek myths

depicts Orestes hounded day and night by the Furies. When Oresteksought sleep,
the Furies attacked; when he hid,. they pursued him into the darkest -caves. For

4 `.....

Orestes, there was no rest, no conifOrt, no sleep. .

Every learner has furies, the personal put-downs that pursue relentlessly
from the incidents when teachers and peers dictated, "You stink in math," "Who
said you could write?" "You're stupid:" "You're Ugly;' Through life each of us
fights to escape our furies; but they tirelessly pursue. Like Orestes, we cannot
escape thew, the put-downs we learned through criticisrri:provided.by well-mean-

' in teachers And friends. , ..
, Although frost teachers learn that_a positive self-image is essential to school

. success, the fury, syndrome sneaks in at 'a yodng age. Red pencils slash, check,
cross out. "No," "Wrong," "Minus 5" dominate the vocabulary, as if there must
be graphic justification for the letter grades which dominate classrooms.

r
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'GrtdeS' teach students to deny their self-worth.,On the one hand; high grades
T brainwash .students to latch onto the teacher's judgment: "Teacher is right.,,

TOAchei,is.more educated. Teaeher-k.finws-hete' Stutkrits"in tti"S-group, espesialIY
those vi& high dependencY7needs, become pawn's. Ohl' the A matters. A equals
attention. Independent judgment, _inquiry, aiisl'c'reatii,e, prOhlem-solving are
spurned for' the direct support from the grade crutch. With all worth deriv'ed

-;-;:frortt the grade, the student lays "I alone ani nothing. I am thgtadge'I `r,-the
--,-_grade I get."

t another extreme, grades produce theouteasts: Failure; as research in
.,_ cat , produces more failure. The F syndrome never, changes course. In the earlyx-'

ye s, the F indicates "You are wrong. To be:wrongois tiad. You are bad. In
JuniorAigli,' the pressure for inclusion mounts. The F outsiderS, already labeled

-0' "bad," work to justify their commorbond. Delinquent behavior, vandalism, drug
and alc6116.1, abuse are the rationalizations which, call attention away, frOM the
acadernig. _nonactievementi.

21

In high school, solidly formed into a social group with strong antisehool
feelings, the nonachievers reinforce the low academic expectatsiong"predicted for
thernby junior high counselors. Having gained the image, these nonstudents work
diligently to maintain, their open hostility, and poor'grades. y.

In between the sufierachievers and the, antiachievers are the average students.
Branded with the scarlet C, these students areexpected to he dull,Nuncreative, and
u*terested. Rather than ispenly rebel; the C folk sit mired in an.apathy. Neither
'learning noe:grades.have meaning for C folk. .

hlib case do grades indicate that a student is an individual personow,ith ,

unique .,capabilities. Instead of recognizing that a finely tuned ,musical ear ould
de lop. intinto, 4reme musical talent, or a sharp eye for perspective could lead to a
master carpenter, grades _tell students hOw they don't belong or:fit int'd p'ieset
Molds. In essence, grades demonstrate that a feeling of individual self -worth
counts less than conforming to group norms defined by the school.

Is it surprising;' then, that some school districts report an alarming risein the
number of dropouts? jn one Middle Western suburban,tounty, a survey, of the
public high schools revealed, that in the ,197.4-75 schoOl. year, nearly,'' 6,000
dents had dropped out. A breakdown of the figures slidwed the 'folloWing-tnotiva-
tions: . .

Lack bf interest ,ca. 3,500 students
'Salaried employment nearly 800 A

Poor' heilth ca. 150
..Maiiiake or pregnancy over 200

Military service over 200.

(". _Expelled *4 nearly 140

Other ,(usually, no reason) about 1,000 4--

This county's' \superintendent of,,schoOlii. eCUlated Apt ,even more than.
3,500 students had left from lack. oT intereit'L 1 e survey demonstrated; he de-
clared, the pressingneed for alternative foi-ins'0 echication. '

, .
howkeep teachers TO 'per,c,eive how insidiousrygraaes wreak

havoc, a teacher 'need only recall the first:' months ,of 'teaching: With a-freshly
printed diplomat heilie entered the ,class'ioon011ooming with new ideas, cre-
ativity, and dreams, dreams, dreams .hut what happened? More than-likely,

.
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ke. first balloon prick. cam_e_iram the'department head or prinCipar. "Mr: Smith,
you gave tok,many A's la tco quarter; May I see bur grade book?"

s. Altho gh most sehools no longer, Measure accountability by the class grading
curve (Too high? "You can't-be a good teacher by giving easy grades." "There are
departmental standards." Too low? "Watch opt ,for patents calling the princi-
pal. "), maipy principals anddepartment heads collect serhester grades and tabulate
school and department curves. in one light-hOuse high-school, the departnient
head post the departmentresults, with high, median,' and low curves identified by
'teacher mimes. In eacbotiticher'itfolder, she maintains a detailed record of the

- teacher's de curves to use as "facts' in 'tenure apdJnerktreports. She cannot

Gracts ,coerceithe recalcitrant and manipulate the -dependent teaChers.,the
Anderstan why her department is. KifeAvith distrust and anxiety:

..reaLmessage communicated by grad4s is° "Play the-game, by my .rules, and Illijet ,

you move ahead: Cross me, and -I'll cross you out."Lethiswet, grades do not
Insure teaching for mastery of basic skills; but do guarantee illatthe game players
Will rise to the top, the unsure will Melt into middle -group ap thy, 'and the
creative teachers will drop out. . p ;

1 ' .:
8. Grades -inflate themselves.. .Like, the econotny,,gr. ades re beleaguered by

inflati . In .spite of scholarly pronouncements decrying the upward flow, no--
body seems,. to' know how/to keep those grades in line. The Wet -Nam War,
blee ing heat professors, and various other excuses are sought for this,' the seco d
biggest "pro em to hit academia Mil:yeas, (the first is thot,e-tesf scores which aje
plummeting). In the desire to -ittel5 students, (and university dean's merf o
gently implies( the faculty) in line, few are willing to onsider.the possibility t
grade inflation is the direct result of the grading game.jlaving refiner! the weed-
ing-out techniques which insure that only the best. 'grade grubbers make it to
college, the colleges are discovering :thal' students are in fact, riot normatively,
curved anymore; well indo6trinated'to the nuance of the game, these students
have made the collegiate version of curved competition obsolete: The following
is based on an actual newspaper article and illustrates this-situation:, ,

OP

I.

'`
Colcege Grades: Inflation Era,

some were born too early. For elample, college _students of the
1960's who fell into the C grade category. In 197(, those students'
would probably be rated B, or even A.It:s acountryWide phenComenon.
At Harvard, 82 petynt of the class of LOA griduated;c4m laude. At
other famous universities, no tone rean:ved ot in some places, net
even a D. In fact, in one institution, 38 percent of the grades were A's.

All of this does'not mean, unfortunately, titit 'today's-hudents .

are ,supericir to their predecessors :, It means that grides.areinyrite of
inflation; and that it is now recognised as a problem for educators.-
Grades are no longer reliable as an indicator of ability since graders are
unwilling to assume responsibility for handing*ont poor or failing marks. '1/4

lo
t

In baseball, everyone knows three strikes are out: The continued existence of
A

grades, in spite of the rjsearch that has demonstrOdd their unreliability and
nonvalidity, reveals the power and control 4ejeby an.nfifair. reporting system
which gives top priority to efficient record keel-Sing. Efficiency is the life blood of
any institution mere coneerned about its self-perpetUation than about the individ-
uals it should serve, If there' is enough efficiency, there will be little resistance from
the victims-children, teachers,' and taxpayers-Giades get 4+ foeefficiericy.

I
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EVALUATION CRITEJIA: IF YOU GRADI THE .
GRADERS' , GUESS litHO FLUNKS?

, .
Susan was angry: Her hand shook as she eve the green evaluation report to

Mis. Roland, her English teacher. Fighting b ek tears, Susan blurted: "I don't
. understand this report. You might just as wel give me alrade. I worked hours t9

prepare agood self-evaluation and this is all th feedback I get."
A study of Mrs. Roland's written"evalua ion reinforces Susan's judgment; it

provides no help for Susan in 'balancing her o perceptions with the insights and
. ; instruction of...her teacher. If Susan- were' to evaluate Mrs. Roland's feedback

according .to .the criteria for effective evalitaton, Mrs. Roland would understdnd
Susan's frustration.

. 23

Name: Sue Lauer

Evaluator: Mrs. Roland
, .

' Type:. soup- Directed Study.

Title: Poverty ire America .

Evaluator: Describe the students/ learning according to the criteria
established in thecontract.

- Susair was a positive member of tbeigroup. She did excellent work. She
. is,a nice persoil, and I enjoyed worktng with her.

',t"

. . . .

ryMrs. Roland deserved Siigan's
.

angry blast and an F. The evaluation, a SusanSus
.

had indicated, was less valuable than a letter grade. Like letter grades, Mrs.
Roland's feedback was vague, judgmental, nonitis ructive, and not attuned to
Susan's needs foi spetific feedback.:, ° 3,

What constitutes an effectNe evaluatiOn? at are the criteria that can help.
-an-evaluator provide h'olpful feedback? Is it paS ible to evaluate how v4-)evaluate?

°'

The Basic Criteria for Effective Evaluatio

1. An effective evaluation is,a ring of specific information. By sharing
information, rather than by giving'a. , an evaluator leaves the student free to
select alternate improvement Tet ads n accordance with personal needs an4
goals. When advice predominat s, he le mer is often placed in a totally "accept".
o?' totally "reject" position. This, turn,,,undermines the learner's trust in her/his
capability to make* person decisions, arouses defensiveness, and stops self-
evaluation.evaluation. ,

1%.

. aInformative- feedback h s sever 441-'advantages. If it is descriptive and specific,
the 'feedback will give' the s dent a ncrete, detailed picture of what she/he has
learned. Like a road map, escriptive pecifics will detail exactly what learning
she/he has completed,, By measuring Abe,- completed learning *against personal
goals; the student will 'see for heitelf/himself what additional study is needed.
Descriptive.specifics, such 'mastered the use of coordinating conjunctions,"
reduces the student's need' o espond defensively,.

If the information.p ov ed is well timed and in an amount that the student
can use, the feedback wtl n t induce "overload frustration." In general, feedback

Is most useful when it folio s ifnmediately after the learning,experience, not bwo
months later. The timing i' complicated by the learner's receptivity. To overload

a -
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a person* with feedback reduces her/his ability to use it effectiyely. An evaluator
must exercise tare_bhat the timing and the intensity of feedbacttlo.int satisfy the
evaluator's need to judge more than the student's need Tor assistance>,

Meet Criteria Do4,N9t Meet Criteria

' "In problem 2, the9 and 7 are re- "Problem 2 is wrong."
versed. Here are some other ways to
try the ploblem ...." ' --.. . X \

-4, .

"I find tBat your sentence structure is "Your senteni are better."
4

%11more varied than in your last essay.
For example, note the sentences I'
underlined in.paragraph 3. You`mixedl B+
the simple sentences with the 'acorn-. , '
plex sentences in accord with the
patterns we discussed in class yester-
dar."' . P

I , \ , ..

2. A halpful:
,
eivaluation is nonjudgmental. Ina nonjudgmental evaltItion,

the evaluator tries to accentuate perceptions without implying or stating absolute
right of wrong. This avoids the horse4blirider point of view which forces the person
being evaluated to become' defensive toward negative judgments Or overly

..,
dependent on positive judgments. .

.

Meet Criteria

"This is how I perceive
culty

What I see . 2.

your diffi-

"In this paper, I feel that you neglected
the following rules of logic. .

Do Not Meet Criteria

"Your problem is ...."
t..

. -
"That was a bonehead approach."

"Faicellent" .
-A 1

3. A helpful evaluation clarifies in a positive and suvortitie,ione. Pift-
downs, ridicule, sarcasm, and negative distrust fail to recognize the student's
worth as a thinking, feeling individual. Like an amoeba prodded with a pin, per-
sons stung by a sardonic tone draw back. Defenses, which children erect against
put-downs, inhibit the risk-taking go important in later learning.

Meet Criteria Do Not Meet Criteria

. "I appreciate your picking up all the
blocks . . - ."

"I am pleased with the higher scores
you are making on the addition charts."

"I am unhappy with the lack of quo-
tatial marks on your papers. Can we .

talk about the problem 1 seer

"That was a stupid thing to do."

F

"Anyone with an ounce of sense would
have studied for this quiz."

"Why can't you wash your face like
everyone else does?"

4 A helpful evaluation.provides options for remeliation. Evaluation is a
, power tool. It can manipulate students to act and to think only in absolutist

terms as defined 'a,nti controlled by the .evaluator. This is the syndrome, in which

24
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every` problem has one and only one correct solution. if the student strays from
the true path, there are no options forremediation. Faced with dead'ends, the-

1 'student retires into apathy.

.

A

Meet Criteria A

F

Do Not Meet Criteria

. ,
"Let's look at other 'ways we might . "That 'Dower should have had more

.work this painting." ) red tint." t ,.
°

.

..

.
"Here are some optional methods you , B

...
-- might use Toi writing* -your'. .next ..

paper ; .. ."

-v

"What other approaches can you list
as alternative solutions CO ...."

"Excellent work."

SO

55 A helpful evaluation is based an., st`an-dards of performance selecttd.by
the student and the evaluator in response to the expressed nieds:of each. Clear
and mutually selected criteria noconly spell out specific expectations-, they also
build-a feeling of cooperative trust and mutual respect between teacher and stu-
dent: tInlike.grades, which divide teachers and students into warring camps, pro-,
mote cheating, and. accent "wad-ja-get?," evaluations based on coselection of
criteria build a classroom atmosphere that tncourages'students to focus on learn-
ing, care about eac tither, and seek creative solutions to problems. The norm is
cooperation, not erficial and destructive comparison.

e

0 Meet Criteria Do Not Meet Ciiteria

`'The ,criteria for helpful evaluations "Very good work"
A '. Are.: specifie/instruciive 1**

: Are liwnjtidgnten tat' D
. Are foutvalecriteria

4. Are pbsitive
5. Provide options."

"Compared to everyone else, your work .

was excellent."

In traltionat use, all evaluation is ajudgmental process. EvaluatiOn, using
cotparative 4-orm. s, separates good bad, winners from losers, successes from
fat
f
ures, and reports the results succinctly and efficiently. But; as the criteria for

effective feedback ligiply, iydgmentat evaluations based on compiralive norms do
more to Undermine theleaViing process than to help it., , ,

Because totay's learning is no ,longer liinitgd to rhernorization and simple
skill completion task's, the traditional evaluation is an putdatedvol. By continu-
ing to rely on grades, grad point'average's,tand clg-Se rank, high iCho'ols and Col-.
leges. not only perpetuate an aberrant mythology,,, they the problems
about which teachers complain most: a'patlw, unskilled workers; grade inflatiori,
and students unprepared in basic skit 'clearly, schools which 'rely on normative

X evaluations may be compared to GE or Ovrusing- treadmills to power their
fact...obis. ' .- Aii

. .
Nonjudgmental, criterion-referenced evaluations not o'n1.9.f, provide specific

standards fpr performance, but also helpful feedback. In the criterion approach, ,
each student can learn to set goals according to personal neelland prOgress at'a
rate that' he or she can handle. Additionally,4 institutions must set admissions
standards, the individual has "the charge to prepare to:owe( those /standards. If
specific criteria such as the ability to write ptecise sentences, compose a unified

.s -. ,..

25
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.

paragraph; icVntify and,use geometric laws,
.

, or read at a given comp' level ,

,Were detailed by met college, high school, or business, applicants wOul have
clear guidelines. As it stands now, admissions officers and emplOy.
depend on,unreliablegrades andltest scores that communicate onl
most universal', and nonpractical expectations. f .

To meet the criteria ifeedback, scacfoir effective feedbkoold Colleges must urra ,`s and i

er-
go - c-'go several fundamental attitude changes: .

.
, , . .

.
1. - In the early formative yeari (K-8), give onlye.criter on-based, non-,

judgmental feedback and use individualized reportin methods that

nt co
-the 8

selors
adest,

- reinforce each, child's positive self-image as a thinki g, feeling, and
deciding person.

e
Each, high school' must decide its own criteria for student placement
in courses. By developing criterion-referenced tests and family entrance
conferences,' decisions for placement in specific proigrams (remedial,
vocational; special education), ability -or,curses will more,
accurately meet student and school n5eds than reliaSce on lettet grades.:

3.1 Clear, precise, and specific criteria for a 'hie), school diploma based on
demonstrated 'knowledge- and mastery of skills must be established.
The minimum standards for the diploma amid-well reflect the California
plah: the student mnstiread, and complete all forms requisite for social
survival: driver's license, income tax,social security, etc. Students who'

r5an c6mplete the bureaucratic paperyvork'.4tierit the diploma, and may
leave scholil;`tbose who choose tip stay may, work forfora certificate-of
higher competenCies, prepare for college, oirirain for skilled jobs.

4. Each college and university should develop its entrance, competencies,
, . not on having taken courses Y and Z, not on &vague floating GPA (the

cutoff varies each year), but on a student's demonstrated atiility to
read, write, and analyze, ,at. a specified, tested level detirmined by each

_J.,
college's faculty. In essence, each admi office would .need clear,
publis01#0-itelta for expected admis mpetencies and'a method
to test thOse competencies;

These four changes could alter American education from a. pass - tough, 'r
...amass -up system of credirbargaining to a system_ relying on clear expectations

and exact standard. The dearer the expectations and the more exact the stan-
darils, the more successfully` students 'could set wcomiAshagle goals and make
personal decisions about learning. At the very le, these changes would ensure
an evaluation-repOrting system which does all that it claims to do. In a more
opt,imistic'view, the changes will cause tlfe demiseof passive, apathetic attitudes -

. and make learning a meaningful, growth experience for all students.

0 l

o
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APPROACHING EVALUATION: WITHOUT GRADES,'
WHAT'S LEFT?

,

4 br.
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EVAI.XJATION'

There are three primary approaches to evaluation: file comparative or norma-
.tive method, the criterion-referenced method, and the self-evaluative method.
*Although each shares characteristics of the others, each is'essentially unique.

;

Evaluation:, Normative Method

:I. a

1. . CoMPares students within a class, grade, level, ,oi school. Comparisons
are- determined by preestablished standards of group tierfarmance. A
grade indicatet a degree of achievement by each individual-in relation,to
all''dthers in the. grow or class. In tee most stringe,nt use, comparisons
are curved in a bell. At each juncture-on the curve; a predetermined
number of grades is allowed'(for,example, 2 A's4 Ws, 12 C's, 4, Vs,
2 F's).

4.-

o

. k - . .
, .

2. . Motivates externally on the assuinption. thdt each learner has. -equal
capability, the carrot A and the, stick F are supposed to jnotiv.ate each
Student to "do better." -, .

Pxovides quantitNle information as a balls fore:asummatipt judgment.
' Focus is on the production of a tangible product which the teacher can

measure and evaluate; If a product is not measurableit'carino,t.he
graded:- ..

/:4.7 -Evaluates and reports as a 'single process separate from the learning

- w;?? . ' :' -''' :, -7. -%

process. oe.ggfding oceauto.does-not meet feedbackcriteria.--..-7,..,..,,, -. ..

J'iovide'S genetali2ed education programs based on so-called expert
-assumptions ab-out, learner needs.- ,

c ;:

.. ,... ..
'''-'

. ,
,7,--; .t.

v
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'Evaluation: Criterion-Referenced 'Method '
o

4

1. 'Establishes specific criteria' foi mastery of individualized skills and con-
. cepts: Allows for a ,sRectrum of s,...vilciards relatives to performance-

quality. Individuals measure own -ac against ,unchanging 1
standards, rather than by compariscitn wiili'othere Achievements. ...

,..1. .--. -c''2. Stresses mternal,goal-setlearninabased or71):clividual needs and abilities.. . .
3. Providei, quantifiable and qualifiable information for/ feedback. Can

V focus 'feedback on proctsses or proilucts-
4as long as criteria are cle'arly'

identified in fewer belia idrs. t -
, ,.....

4. Evaluates and reporls stint processed. Evaluation-based on effec-
tiVeness criteria for lid ful -feedback. Reporting methods fary and may"

:....:meet effectivenesg-criterlie. . .

5. Priivides ihdividualizeillearning options basd on expert assuroptions
about.learner needs.. .... A..,

'1; ... .....

ARITHMETIC SKILLS (3-4-5-6)
.- .

q. -
.

.

. I II III DZ-

..f3SWERAL 1311DERSTAIIIAKG. .- .-

k. .Knows. 100 basic ,f. facts in 14 minutes (5th)
Knows -100 basic -- faCts in 14 minutes_ (5th) . .
&lows- 100 basic X facts in 14.niinuWs.. (5th). ts.

knowsk100 basic facts in 4. minutes (5t11) .
.Can read and .izrite 1-to 6 place numbers,.(14th) . : 2
Undeiitarids place value Olth) ., . .4_ .;. _-: ,___' -.. 14..

ADITION :. .-4-
lA

wiry r .
iis 40orpecay withott carryilig (3rd) ..

' Adds, cOrrectly with 'carrying (3rd). , .....
Adds 3 'to 5 place numbers (14th) .. '. . ./... .. ..
Adds ragged,,columns (5th) i i ;PO

' a Writes and adds money (5th) . . . ,. . .:" ,. air
s

Subtracts CoiTectly,withoti?borrowing (3rd) .
Subtracts_ correctly with borrowing (3rd)..- :113
,Subt. 14 Piar.:e nos. q.th z...3r6 in subtraher.d.(3rd).20
.suirt. 4 place, nos..witii.zetc;-In minuend (14th) . .22
,subtracts money (th)* s lo *244
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ARITHMETIC SKILLS 0-4-5-0 .1.

MULTIPLICATION .& DIVISION '.--,.
26

,,i; .28
30

'`32
.. 34

36
38..40
42
44t

. .46
48
50
52
54

Can estimate products (3rd)
Multiplies with 1. place multiplier (3rd). .
Can estimate quotients (3rd.). . . . `. 't.- ..
'Divides. with 1 place divisor (4th)
Multiples' with 2 place' multiplier (4th) ..

'Divides with 2 place diVisor .(5th)
Divides with 2 place quotient (5th)
.DiAiides with 3. place quotient (6th) . . .. .
Multiplies-with 3 place multiplier (6th)
Multiplies with ,zetoin multiplier (6th)
Multiplies with zero in multiplicand(6th).. .
Multiplies money .(6`th)

. Divides with zero in quotient (6th)
Divides with 3 place divisor (6th)t.
Divides money (.6th) 0

0.1..111

.111011111111.011

11.1.1.01.1.111..1

FRACTIONS
Knows fractipn terminology (5th)
Draws s imple 'fractions (5th) . . '
Finds fractional parts of whole (5th)'
Reducesfractions to lower terms (5th)
Changes whole numbers, to fractions (6th)
Changes improper fractions to Inixec numbers(6 h).66
Changes mixed numbers to improper fractions(6fh)..68.r.

56, .58
. 60.
'62

. .64

Finds common denominator (6th).
Adds-fractions (dth)
Subtracts* fractions- (6th) .

1 Multiplies- fractions (6th)..":: .
Divides fractions (6th) . ..

-Problem sclvizig..(story problems) *(5t1),.....,

..

Geicketry (5th)

- MEASURE/ENT

70
*72

. :74
.76
78

80'

.82(

Understands time concepts (5th) o j o .84
Understands area concept (5th) . r. .44 .86-

\Unci,erst?.nds English vysten. 01:.'length (5th). .88,
Understands Metric system, of length .(5th). . . s90

.Understailds liquid arid dry zeasuremetit (6th). .92
Und.ea:stands volume (6th). . 94

CA lal S (6th). A 0. 00 4. le Al

-3'ercente:ge,(6th).

Aremperatures (F & C) -(6th)

.....
Experrence with m ill lab-(5th). .

r;" v, '
14

to ..

.
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Evaluation: Self-Evaluptire,Method
ft-

1. Requires individual, to develop perso al standards based on personally
identified needs. Each individual is aster of her/his fate. .Feedback
miy- be solicited from expert facilitat s and integrated into the self-
evaluation. _

-Stresses internal tfiotivation, baied on personal satisfaction.
3. Requires no information. All feedback relates to

-
"my developmen

O.

self-directed Learner."

4. Redeives feedback, self - evaluates, and repo s as distinctprocesses con-..
trolled by the:individual. If the learrier; c ooses io enter a structured
school, she/he will select that reporting device which will coirininnicate

Mier /his skills and 'knowledge effectively. In preparation, the self-
_ dirpcted learner may-select a record-keeping system,which.will provide

the information needed in the school-application process. ,
.

5. Provides self-directed,learning based on perionally identified needs.



- THE CENTER FOR SELF DIRECTED
LEARNING

STUDENT: ,David Abell,

kTITLE OF LEARNING: French

STUDENT EVALUATION ov,,
COMPLETED 'LEARNING z-

DATE: May 31

Describe the strong points ,of this learning experience, as well aslhose areas in
which need more work. give specific examples in each area.

started this study late inAttrear (April), so I 444 really. feel qualifiesl to
ado an evaluatioo.,I thiu3 vve have done a good job of reviewing in French 2 gas far
as we hiVe gotten, but I don't think I have learned much new material. My goals
were not to..learn new material, hovverz so I ihink this has been a successful
experience in review fOr me. The reviewing has hot been difficult for me since -I

- retained much of what I learned In Parent School 'French last year, and it has
really been a matter of refreshing my memory: Reading the Daudet stories has
been delightful,. and I have learned not only vocabulary and grammar, but
Daudet's style and a sampling of French literature.

The sessions with Mrs. Manierre that I had were really,gre4in both learning
from the textbook and in reading the stories. Out of class, I wrotC out exercises in

-French 2 and Mrs. Manierre would check them over at our rendezvous. I think I
could -have moved faster through the textbook if I had set speeititugoa4 Is at the
beginning.such as doing two or three chapters .a week. In this kind of work, it is
possible to set more specific goals than in, say, Music Compositiori. Probably all I

. ,
need to do .1s say what I'm going to do and then, do it!

I enjoyed reading the Daudet stories the most, simply because I love the
flowing sound of the language (of course I-do understand it too), and I think my
.fluency in French has imoroved'a lor'since April. One thing I find easier now is
reading a paragraph and getting the general meaning even if I don't understand
half of the words. When I grit started with Mrs.- Manierre, I would have to go to
the dictionary and look up alot of obscure words Daudet tries to get any meaning
at all. Now I can read the paragraph through, get the general meaning (figuring
out some of the words), and go back- later to the dictionary.

vst Mrs. Manierre has really been a partner in this with me, refreshing her own
memory along with me. I even had a head start on her, because I have used
French 2 before. This got kind of awkward at times, but did make it more.
exciting; when we both didn't know something, we had to explore it together.
But I do wish she bvoula take on more of the role of teacher at-times and questio4
and drill me more:,For example, I haVe trouble translating numbers into French

.and-I would like it if she would drill trie more on those.

.,

ta'--
4
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THE CENTER

STUDENT: --David Abell

ADVISOR:' Niebauer

4

TEACHER'S EVALUATION OF
COMPLETED,LEARNING, ,

TITLE OF LEARNING: French

INDEPENDENT STUDY: X-

EVALUATOR: MrsAlanierre ; DATE: May 20

HOURS PER WEEK: 2 NUMBER OF WEEKS: 8

COMPLETED.: X . CONTINUING:
_

EVALUATOR: Complete.your evaluation after student fias provided description.,
- return to the student after completion.

In the weeks that I have been working With David in French, I have found
him to be an exceptionally interested and highly motivated student..His founda-
tion- in grammar seems excellent, his vocabulary is good and his knowledge of
verb forms and sentence structure seems unusually complete for someone who
has had only two years of high school French. He must have retained just about
everything he learned in those classes. His accent is good, and his enjoyment and
appreciation of the French language,' and the style of Alphonst,,Daudet whose

.

stories we are reading, .make it a real_pleaiure to work with shOWs evdcy
sign of the likelihood of becoming very 'fluent and prof** the language
in fact is so already. In some ways I feel he is at le,ast-#0)..anced a French
s olar as I; and hope that What we-have done together:4x eon as much help
an pleasure to him as it has beento me! $1,1)..
REPORTING

-

Reporting options number like the stars: they cp4e,in all sizes, shapes, and
.colors. There is no single, magic way that Will apply We1-ery situation. Ideally,
the reporting system will reflect what is best for each eliila within the reality
frame of a changing society, the school's philosophy, and community pressures.

Reporting:--Single Symbol

ft:

1. 5 Point Symbols

A , B C D F
93 85 - 78 70, F ;

1jP . . P MP P s' .. F
1_

Excellent Good Average' Poor Fail
90 80 , 70 60 F

Advantages

1. Distinguishes multiple levels of perfor-
mance norms.
2. Most, commonly used. Efficient record
keeping provides grade-point averages. Col-

32

Disadvsantages

1. Judgmotal feedback:
2. More emphasis en efficient records than
on specific, well - timed, usable feedback.
3. Motivates the t{ and 'B 'student, but

/

s-



lege admissions finds "most practical, and
most reliable predictor of success."
3. Minimizes teacher record keeping.

2. 4 POW SymbigsINo Failure

33-

courages all others and contributes to passive
learners and dropouts.
4. Divides teachers and students.
5. Contributes to !elitist, sexist, and racist
divisions among students.
6.Creates a Watergate morality
7. Makes competition and grades more im-
portant than learning.

A , B C I Incomplete
NG.HP . LP. P 1

80 !t'.4. 70
tttinimu'm Pjogress

Incomplete
Excellent Progress. :'1.

Advantages'

I. Usable with all evaluation optlohs but
most compatible with criterion reference
and self-evaluation. Reports only work`com:
pleted or Mastered.
2. Awards excellence but replaces failure con-
cept with "no mastery" and avoids judgmental
'stigma. (Some argue ''no failure" is a disad-
vantage. The assumption, here is that schools
should not exist to create Stigmas, reinforce
failure, or destroy self-images. Schools should
help children learn how to succeed, not fail.)
3. Allows for a blend of evaluating- reporting'
methods. (A schbol individualizes instruction
and wants its evaluation to reflect that
philosophy. Parents demand grades. To com-
prOrnise, this system is tied to a criterion
checklist. Goal conferences are used tb deal
with each course and explain the system.)

3. 2 -3. Point Options1Faiture

...Disadvantages

1. Allows parents, tachers, and students to
misfocus. A grade, no-mattek what its shape,
is a ecially when attention is note
given to school's reasons fardevaluing
grading.
2. Requires at teachOrs,developnew-meth-

. ods which will help students focus on learn-
ing and self-motivation. (See Willialri Glasser's
Schools Without Failure for a detailed de-
scription of-one approach valuable in ,help-
ing children, teachers, and parents discover
thejoy of learning.)
3. Most colleges want all grades reported in-
cluding failure. If used to? final grades, this
option would not meet that demand; and
'thus penalize the student applicant.

2 F
'C NC
S , ti

HP P F
.4 Always Sometimes Never

1. Usable with 'any evaluation option but
most , compatible with -criterion reference

;._and self:evaluation,especially when a symbol
. record is required by law or computer
..itorage. ,;-

2-.. For those who" mist upOn a recorded -F,
%t.-f,provi ecl. ' ,

- .
;3--,I3lents with the 5-point systern to_ en-
courage 'course electives . which will 'not-

1..figitra-intd. GPA. (Students May elect -a P/F.
coin's; without concern that the grade will
enteiltito the GPA.)

etIK.§§56,

Disadvantages

1. An either-or grade: success or failure.
Provides a sharper focus. on those who fail.
'2. No allowance is made for changing the
teaching- learning process:Th e,external mad-
vatibn of grades, is -taken -awaY, WI there is
rro guarantee'lltat the teacher will intrbduce

4 strategies, to build-internal Motivation. Lack-
ing also external motiVatiow to:learn, itu- ,
dents-Choose. the natural out.
3. Neithei g ficient !nor effective. Pass/ail
gives colleges less information for selecting
applicants, andigivei rio helpful feedback to
students.:
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Reporting: Narrative Check Sheet

WINNETKA PUBLIC SCHOOLS -
Winnetka, Illinois

I

REPORT OF PUPIL.PROGRESSINTERMEDIATE 'GRADE 'FORM
CHILD'S NAME

MATilEMATICS.

The math Program is arranged in a deVelopmental sequence. The Roman
Nutherals represent a series- and should not be inarpreted as grade level place-
ment.

,

MIXED OPERATIONS IV Addition and substraction to four digits

DATE
,COMPLETED

MULTIPLICATION III Multiplication facts through product 81
DIVISION.III 'Division facts through 81'
DIVISION IV - One digit divisors- .

NUMERATION VI' Approximation of hundreds and thousands ,
MULTIPLICATION IV Three digit numbers multiRlied by a one

digit number ..
MIXED OPERATIONS V Addition and subtraction to six digits
MULTIPLICATION V Mu iplication with two and thtee digit factors

"

DIVISION V *Lon division with;two digit divisors
.

NUMERATION VII App pximatidn of thousands and millions .

FRACTIONS V Addition and subtraction of unlike fractions
FRACTIONS VI Meaning of decimals ,. t .

MEASUREMENT VI -- Linear measurement usings'netric system
GEOMETRY V

..
Coordinate graphing

MIXED OPERATIONS VI 'Properties of the operations '

GEOMETRY VI Types of lines

Reasons well in problem solving

...

kLL W I(NiER SPRING,
.

Works accurately

Retains processes well .

Expected work completed -
/

Exhibits mastery of number facts
75 80

.-

85Addition . 3 minutes .

Subtraction 3 minutes
.

70 75 - ,ao ,.

.

Multiplication 3 minutes 70 75 80

Division 3 minutes
.

60 65
.

-...
70.

34
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Advantages.

1. Used.with a criterion system, the 'check-
list provides a practical, specific report of
learning which allows students to take some
responsibility for record keeping tasks.

Pee b'rganized, the checklists provide an
°efficient,. individualized record of skills and
concepts mastered in'each subject area.

- 3. Combines easilyiAtith written reports,
conferenees, -or "summative grade's" to make
an evaluation - feedback package that; meets
effective feedback criteria as well *as ,pro-

,
viding efficient grades. .6

Reporting: Computer Pririttint

T ACHiel- COMMENT

ATEGORY 8000

COMMENT NUMBER

8011

8021

8031,

8041

8051

8061

8071

8081

3091

8101

8111

OM
81.31

8141

8161

'Disadvantages'

4

..35

-1. When uncontrolled,sheer bulk created by
multiple objectives, can inundate student
and teacher wither mase4b,f infoon.
Record keeping time can gobble up the ,en-.
tire day.
2. Criterion checklists confuse parents who °
expect simple grade reports. Jargon, details,
and unknown topics cause defensive reac-
tions and bewilderment.
3. A well-constructed criterion repo t re-
quires a detailed record system as ba kup.
The creation of each classroom syste re-
quires special skills, time, and patience w ich
the teacher does not -have; maintain ce
demands even more attentika,
4. Criterion reports communicate fragments

-'of learning, seldom a wholecpicture.
5. Criterion reports concentrate Fin -observ-
able behaviors. Most teachess are not trained
to tlistinguish the' subtle-differences-which
indicate a behavior change.

CATALOG FOR' BEECHER SCHOOL 'DISTRICT

et

MUSIC .

*********1 ASSOCIATED

Ns. ;
IS 'WOAKING UP TO GRADEJ-EVEL

_ .

IS RKING BELOW GRADE LEVEL

IS W RKINGA8OVE GRADE LEVEL

fa%

03/1#73
.

TEACHEit '/CONMENT

41/

WIL INGLY PARTICIPATED IN ALL MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

ME DS TO IMPROVE ONIPARTI6PA040 IN.MUSIC CLASS'

PARTICIPATED IN MUSIC

DOS NOT PARTICIPATE IN MUSIC CLASS

DEMONSTRATES INTEREST AND ENTHUSIAM 'NJ SINGING

AO,

A

CREATES A DISTURBANCE DURING CLASS
1

DOES NOT PARTICIPATE IN SINGING ACTITIES.

iNGS WELLY. AND CONTRIBUTES TO CLASS S/NGINGACTIVITY

H S A ,VERY NICE VOICE BUT DOES 'NOT USE IT
i

s '.
t

HAS DIFFICULTY MATCHING ITCHES

SHOWS LEADERSHIP ABILITY N SINGING,

LEADS CLASS IN SINGING ACTIVITY

SHOWS INTEREST. IN LISTENING ACTIVITY
. ,
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ReP &Hug: Computer Printout (Continued),

. 8171 - LISTENS' DURING CLASS ,ACTIVITIES I
,... - , ,

, ,

-8181 QOES NOT LISTEN DURING CLASS -AdVIVI-TIES

..6191 "NEEDS TO IMPROVE IN CONCENTRATING ON' LISTENING ACTIVITIES
4#0, .

A201 COATRIBUTES-TO-LISTEN NG LESSONS DISCUSSIONS QUESTIONS

82" NEEDS T& IMPROVE IN LISTENING' LESSONS DISCUSSIONS QUESTIONS
, . .-

'..8221 RES BASIC RHYTHMIC PASTERNS -',." t'
. .

8231 HAS DIFFICULTY 1N READING BASIC42HYTHOICPATTERNS
.,

4 R

. 8241 RESOIINDS TO BASIC RHYTHMIC PAIIE'RWS -
*,

0261 HAS' DIFFICULTY IN RESPONDING ICI BALSIC RHYIOMIC PAXTOONS
,

-8261 DEMONSTRATES LEADERSHIP,qN RHYTHMIC ACTIVITY

8271 SHOWS INCREASING SKILL IN AtTnimzc ExhRcilis
0,

8281., NEEDS IMPROV&MENI IN,RHYTHMIC EZERCIA4S

8291. DEMONSTRATES, 000D RHYTHMIC ABILITY.

alok
. #

DEMONSTRATES INTEREST IN MUSICA.INSOUMENTS

8311 HAS CONTRIBUTED TO MUSIC CLASS, WITH THE USE cWINsT1306,Ts

8321 HAS INCREASED SKILL, IN Thk USE OF RHYTHM.INeTRUMENTS

8331- ., SUGGEST INTERPRETIVE IDEAS IN MUSIC CLASS:

- e _

;

, .

8341. RECOGNIZES BASIC MUSICAL SYMBOLS EXAMPLE - TREBLE CLEFSHARPsmETC
4# *0

36
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Advantages.

O

1

1. Used with criter ri.'" system, the' com-
puterized report pro aides a practical, specific
report of learning hith allows students to
select personal goal , individualized resource
materials, and a ersonalizcd method of
organization. ..
2. The computer rintout allows for a flexi-
ble, continuous pr gress recordadaptable for

-different levels ;i school. i'Mh minimum
paperwork, one assioom teacherhas access
to- criteria and f edbacie statements suitable
for students w rking at any grade level in
any, skill or su ect.
3. The comput r printout, working from a
centralized poq or bank of criteria and feed-
bacl statements,' can generate as wide a
range of statements7in a controlled language,
that m%ets effectiveness criteriaas netcled
by an)t teacher.

The computer printout combines easily
with confences or summativc grades to
make A helpful feedback/ package which
meets effectiveness criteria as well is, pro-
viding effici'ent grades.
5. The, printout encourages instant, specific

.0 feedback with-a minimiiin-orleacher/student
record keeping. Prepunchid cards and cath-
ode -ray touch screens replace,19g, involved
checklists'.
6..Thec Computer printout encourages in-.
dividualized selscrion of objectives for fainily
goal-setting cofiferences. The . family can
select 'student goals from the masterlist. On
the day the objegtive is reached, a printed
Card is automatically prepared and mailed by
the computer. If the family wishes, the com-
puter may add a grade to the report, as well
as constructive suggestions for improvement.

Reporting: Written Statement

LINN-MAR 'COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

PROGRESS REPORT 19 71 , 19 72

Mary Smith
Student

. Building

Grade Level
4

Mrs: Doe Teacher,.

A

3

Disadvantages

1. Computer printouts are unfamiliar terri-
tory. Some persons.FaCt emotionalLy,.to the
computer printoueg impersonal appearance.
Others who expect simple grade reports are
confused by the "abundance of cold infor-
oration."
2. An efficient and effective printout s'Ys-.
tem depends on the skill and mind set of the

'programmer. Just as the computer could
only guarantee language which meets the
feedback criteria, it could, at a programmer's
behest, generate destructive feedback.
4Criterion reports mechanically communi-
cate levning by fragmented skillsthe Ital.
is a sum of parts.
5. Cost and availability of skilled pro

'mers is a major deterrent at this time.,.
6. A" sh6rtage of good software. Many s
have developed "objective' banks, but
have d eloped criteria statements w
wheel ;ported meet the 'feedback cri
Long hours of staff time are neede
devel p the software.,

;47.. Requires a teacher skilled in helpin stu-
dents learn to set goals, select material and
keep accurate records. Such skills presuppose

za high level'of 'truseby theteacher.
8. Allows use of feedback statements vdhich
may not meet effectiveniss criteria.

tes
few
ich

to

LEROY KRUSKOP, SUP
-

proper understandhig between the hall,
effective guidance, in the educational devel
a progress report of this nature will give
their Oild's Strengths =II areas of needed

NTENDENT
d the school is essIntial to

of each child. It is felt
a comprehensive view of

tevement.

Attendance by P

PrinciPsi

lst Sem. 2nd Sem. Total
pays Present Eti

Days Absent
Times Tardy '0.

.Mary it a very cipable student. Her work As usually 'tell done. b

Mary.s.s,otly problem is her inability to control her temper and emotions...
Mary must leirn, to share, end' get along with others better. ;his, year
Mary seems to have made such progress towards this'.' However, there are
still flares of temper tantrums and extreme emotional displays on "Mary's

.37 1
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0,
. part,. Mary needs to understand herself more. She needs a firm. but

understanding hind.
Mary has mideatUch progress in her re ading clash. She'has been reeding

,end discovering goOd literature. She is making much better use of her
time and learning to work steadily. She, has a good memory and dictiod.

Mary is showing much interest in Social Studies. Shw dime her best
work in the written assignment area.

Mary has made good progress in Rat and atil needs to contlnui)to
'work on the multiplication and division actors.

Due to her temper Mary finds it difficult to work in small groups,
without gettingupsst.

See Lan'guage insert.
.

Mary experienced great difficulty on the word usage pre-test. She
had trouble inthe following five areas: sa -seen ate- eaten, went-gone,
did7don,-and .But Wuch effort was put forth to correct her
mistakes. She did A numerous amount of practice sheets also. Mirry's
effort was'greati'y repayed-her post/test score was 122/123.

SECOND SEMESTER
Mary has tried hard in several social studies projecis. Some

of her work shois good planning add research skills.
Her performance in reading has not'been consistent this semester.

She put on a very Well planned.play and pontinues to show interests in`
poetry, But her individualized reading has not ,progressed as well. Mary
seldom finishes a-book the starts. Alsohe has much difficulty in
acdepting constructive criticism.

.

Only one area of language gave Marl any difficulty. This was in
using correctlyscan.ind may. Usually,ehe does quite well writing
creatively. She remembers how to use. the basic rules of language
correctly. Mary is quite quick to pickup ideas so she seldom has any
real problems.

i
.

4 '
In Math, Mary has passed through the addition and subtr action faEte

easily and is now working on the multiplication and division facts., She
made good progress through the math units this year.

Mary started in level 4 of spelling end is now working in l evel 17.'
She has completed five levels since Januatyrand.is making satisfactory.
progress.

In science, the teachers felt Mary could have been \ore conscientious,
in her written assignments. She bomplated most of the required work.
Here she could have gone into more depth and could have been neater.

PROMOTED TO FIFTH

sa.

38
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Advantages

Can supplement a checklist, chart, . ors
priiitout. Short, written statements can high-
light a specific accomplishment, communi-
cate a. concern, Or tie together the multiple
fragments in a checklist so that parents can
focus on overall progress as well as details.
As a summation, the statement can clarify,
point new directions, or ask questions.
2. Teaches each student to frame goals,
negotiate expectations, and find resources
appropriate to personal needs.
3. Encourages maximum interaction with
teachers in seeking advice for each step in
the learning process.
4. Allows comprehensive teacher feedback
which not only meets the criteria for effec-
tive feedback, but also encourages individual
examples and language perspnaHy 'directed
to the student. Accomplishmente are viewed
in a ivholistic perspective rather than as a
series of isolated steps.,
5. A transcript with written evaluations ror
each 'learning experience presents the most
complete picture of an individual learner.
Not only is there a list of course titles, but
also descriptions of what and how the stu-
dent learned, strengths and weaknesses, areas
which. need 'improvement, how time is used
in relation to goals, resource use, and organi-
zation of learning.

Reporting: Conferences

39 .

Disadvantages
4

1. Can be a deadly, sarcastic weapon used to
vent personal frustrations of evaluator.
2. Requires time, energy,, and command of
language. Good, written evaluations neces-
sitate a thorough knowledge of each student,
scheduled time blocks tai allow, teachers to
write evaluations that meet feedback criteria,
and good writing skills.y Few 'teachers area
given the time or the training tg master the
written evaluation.
S. Parents may not want to take the time to
read a long evaluation.
4. Ths written evaluation prodUces more in-
formation than many admissions officers
and business personnel directors want to read.

.Sample forms from the Winnetka Public Schools' for conducting a conference
'afspcai. on pages 40-44.

,
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40 .

Date School'

Parentis Namc

110,..r s
Child's Name

Teacher . Grade

PLEASE
!WING THIS FORM

TO YOU4t
I SCHEDULED

. CONFERENCE.
IT WILL BE YOUR
" RECORD.

WINNETIC/VPUBI:IC SCHOOLS,
CONVERENCE GUIDE AND RECORD FOR PARENTS AND TEACHERS

Grades III to VIII

We are .sending this combination guide and record as a convenience for you in looking forward
to our conference. We urge you to go over the follOwin,g pages carefully to see how yoq can
contribute to our conference and to be informed-concerning areas* of progress .your child's
teacher will be evaluating. ,

Your conference is scheduled for

in a.

at

Sincerely yours,

o'clock

COOPEkATIVE ACTION AGREED UPON IN OUR CONFERENCE

to continue present progrant unchanged

S

to pursue the following plan: (date each agreement separately as d oped
during the year)

as

p

1,4444
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,. . .

, .! ou are invited to select from the following topics those that seem important to you in helping
us to tuiderstand your child ,be,Iter. A'space is Vtovided for y.ou to record essential information

-, tor use:during the conference arid for subsequent reference immediately-after the conference.
.

.
.

TOPICS , .
1

' -4 ,
J

i.
.pmzENTsNINIOTS

..

Before and,after conference
.

, .

. 1. What is riur child's reaction to
school? ,

Is

-,
1

.

-7

,.,

. . . Aratatck
.2:. What are his out-of-school
' , activities? .

. \:-

,..

4

.

.

.
A.,),

...
s ,

.

, .

:43..

A: .

.

'` 3. 'What are his special interests?
.

,
°

. .

,

,

. .4.
. r,

*, 4: oes he have sofne regular respon-
sit:glides at home? . .

WI

.

.

. \

.

5:- How, does he react to authority
, and control? Is he developing

A'alf-discipline? ' .
..

. v.

.

' fi
,

,

.

.
,t..

,6. ISedeveloping good health :
h'itai? -

4 .

. .
.
.

'a

... ,

.
,

.

, >

N.-7.' Doe s: he hive some 'physical ,

. difficulty We should know about?
, . .

..
--'
,

-

- ,

.

.

.
\. , .

"!""
.

loot. ,
8, 'Are there:eller things, we shaald '.

'Ow about your child? .
-4,--4. s.-.

... ,,

. .

, ,

,

a I., .

... ,
1 ...

. ...
...,

i
,

...
.

..... .

:"^' '
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WINNETKA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
wimoka, mitiott-wi

CHILD'S NNE.

r,

. .

.

.
.

RK' 'HABITS :,
'.

FALL

I,

.1/1

I

. - . ..,

'Li
,

Stens with%atienti on

'Works" steadily' at a task -

ChoCks ' work -careful 1 1,9-
,

(Works i ndebendedtlY -, -

Utes tiMIS:wi iev
.

Fol lows di raCti ens 4
- Strives' to imProVe work

_

116747.111,,n t -and arderl manner
Takes care of' materials and property -

C bites' esti t n' reasonable time
_. . .

Showt initiative --
. ...,

.

...,

PERSONZ-DEVELOPMENT

Gets'Allong wel 1 with: others ,,..

Works' wel 1 in a -small group

6 large roue
Respects' e rights of.others ' , : r

. .

Shows wi invest- to serve ,

,

ASSumes res si bi 1 i t

Uses self-contra .
. . ,

Follows school regulations

ays absent
*

ir
Parent's si gnature

-2,

~HINTER SPRING

"40;'a

-I- NMI
MUM

®F11111 11111111
111111111 EMU
11111111111 11111111/
11111111111 11111E,A11
1111111111 11111111

11

Fal 1

Winter ,
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4INNETKA PUBLIC 6100LS_
Wi nnetkai=-, 211 i not t,

PIL PROGRESS INTERMEDIATE, GRAD_FORtit

CHILD ISAAAE

VAN TEACHER S NAME
_

enaUege-Arts is a spiral curr,ficUTuma4Concepts are introOted at specific
It,is understood that the time contept,will be Studied agatri later

,..ea,y:,..0.41.rilor, in the futura-years, in greater -depth.. TherefOre;14hen a Child
eceVes-41*ACceptableProgreis evaluation it means he has sufficiently mastered

lete.pial,,,Studied at that t'lme.. Parents may assume that if a space.has been
.1#14Vthematerial will be covered at a later dete.-. -

,,-7,, , -

.

sxi`a. may/
. .....

tj k, -

. .

FALL WINTER SPRING

'1
to*.0 ,. i s.

...* L71&

i :12
44 49 M. 1tvth 1 0
U 0 ,1
'''' ''''R zc.. .

lo*'0 ts.,r VI

-1:11T.,.
tll. 11.4)106 1
0 , *4 0 --U 0 1. (I/

.V i-T 2, a

-to
0 t 1.: :- 01

i1
M.

4.4 1 ta. 1
* CY4 0 giqU 0 1. tl) .

4- -s-t A'
.,

'v READING 1 - . . I . , . . i,:-
t-
s

t:". 1.

I
i

Like*4:wit,h- understandihg, as evidenced' by:
-Periitipition in dittussion -' ...

, , . .
ompl

.eti on of readi no .-Assi onmerits
,

c

sl ' ts'-boOk'r - rt r ui rementt
--AReedS"well "'oral 1 ". '-

:..,-..... --!...!-,,
A, ELLING,"'"-'1-' - "':- ."

,- .,:- ,
4712;77eITs;etsified 'words 6orrettl

-i-

:I -11-i'dorrettl''' in Witten-Alork '. IMMMililMnirni
TUOVSKILLS-,- .

-.. . 11111 Mil",llei.in.,.:Atit."$. 44sL'41,fol., jsitheii ng 1 riforiati oti
.A A

4<fre ginfiegI.deAs- ''---"-i'' 1111111111

Uses : iet of resources ,
4.

-''Utitit' reference materials and-the Resource- Center- .1

ANDWRITING-i--'1'4.'7:'''s 1" ---.2.: --:' -.-,.' -: ''-' ''':: --'' -'."'''''-'
- .

.

. , .

e- . ,
.,orma- t1.0)1):O.f. I etters (4n4fOrmity. of size,' shape,

si ant i; ati n
Aiiriere'r' eaience-cif all "work` --, r;
CTICEcEXERCISEStFOULANGUAGE'-SKILLS r - .-

t'" rittuetiOn',tapital -letters-. etc.
-f

,

DittioneW-Utet-e7:'1-____ iiiiiiiiili
NEE=

1 -

. i
ITTEWEJCPRESSIOW----,.;-:

. .. .

"- - ._

, - ', vl.inetterf-"Of'UnctUlifion ta itaI letters ett.
Sente:ntelittrattare . Offilililillnlani 4 c,_

,--Pirer:- strildture INENEE;,7_;'!.'is,t-..-,2,,,,-,,-

, zDe e ' --, 't""-`of deas WINIIIIUDINNIIIIIIIII311111

RAVEXPRESSIOlt
_ ,. . . .

N
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,DEPORT 00,-,PUP,a,PROGRESS INTERMEDIATE GRADE FORM I.

W/NNETKA 'PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Winnetka, Illinois

CHILDIS NAME

-
e,unfts of 'study in science utilize the,

:tiadent4Sinterest in a variety of phenomena in the
= environment as motivation fok_laboratory experiences.
'St dent's are expected to observation, classiv.
trCsition,' recording, and data cdllecting to answer _

the-, questions' raised in-the units. The science, , .0
-pre rem consists of one semester of Energy Sources

`one-fin the Systems of -the Human Bady.'' __ '
,

ulate and uses e ui nt carefull and accuratel
',Icareful obserVitions

-Records information and cciamUtitcates findin s
Retains.co e ts developed' in the unit

:.Cleans up uipment independently

Unitiiticludes.

Energy Sources
Human Body Systems

Skel etal

Muscular
Senies
--Digestixe

Reproductive --

FALL ,WINTER, SPRING

1 1.14 0 10

O

I/I
ie 10 141)0 L. 0 L.
al .11:71

A VI 0 .0 VI 0 A NI 0'
re Vt1L. R OIL ell NIL.

011)t) IL u 0OIL. 0111-.
tr.1.._Q 0,

0. !ct 0.1X z cr 0...p,
.

gOCIAL,STUDIES*. ,
The fifth grade Social Studies program. consists

primarily of Mans A Course of Study. ',The content of
the course is mans his, nature as a species, the ,forces
that shaped and continue to shape his htimanity.- Three
questions recut' -throughout: What is human about human
beings? ,How did get .that way? How can they be
ma-de more so? .

.

'an addiditfon, study may include units: related to
the 'United States, as Vikings,. Exploration, . .

-Celopiiation," Iricilarts-, Western Expansion, Geography,
--,Skilla, and Currerit Events.,,

.

..

eada'-and,iriter rets ma S'andi ma e Ilkis

FALL WINTER

I

Partici" ates- thdu htfull in U discussions
,'COntribUtes .toward- rou ro ects

Sati sfactory :understandi n'g and retention`
erial' :Studied

rr



-
,..Used in combination with any other eval-

nating-repprting method, the conference adds
a ;personal dimension impossible to achieve
withilie.Printed form.

: the:conference .is.the must easily imple-
..mented change. When a community will not
surrenderncter traditional grades, the conference,'

, as a family goal-setting. strategy..,.(see
'43age,..47), can reduce 4the negative. -Con- ''
sequences of grades, and focus,student-par-

,.- ent attention on more positiveaspects of the
,teachinklearning 'process, Irithe conference,
the .teacher can, provide constructive feed-
back and help' each family remedy each
child's learn* difficulties.
3. When used in a family, goal-setting con-
-text, -additional advantages accrue to teach-
ers; parents, and students:

a. Learning as codefined by the family
and the teacher increases the parents'
sense of belonging in the school and
control. of the child's learning. As the
parents feel more involved in the
school, they will more readily take an
active role in contributing, time-and
expertise in helping the child learn. and

, --in-voltinteering service to the school.
b.-The conference teacher's feedback teal-

nicjues give parents new options and
islcills in.helping the child take respon-
gbility for specific, goal- formed learn-
ing, based on his/her needs.

c.,-The conference builds the 'self-concepts
of the child who discover§ helpful
resources and new ways to be self-
accountable for learning.'
School-family cooperation, trust, and

-responsibility for'.the child's learning
-. are encouraged.

e. Teachers_and parents are motivated to
communicate clearly and- openly. their
expectations of the child and his/her
learning: .

-1,:thetonference helps the family clarify.
their -values' bn--what ;and how learning
should occur for theiVehild.
-Each -fainily is agaWn into >Ian active,;
supportive and -meaningful,role.in the

,Jechreation ,of their shildren,
li..:.Selrelialuation is enconraged;4tied on
',personal-,-specifiet:nonjudgmential, and

Criteria-reierenced evaltiationand re-
pniting-procedures appropriate teach

eachers virt new,perspectives o_ r4aCh
child's

e:COnferenterepOrts tealistieallyind
accurately each child has leargitd.

ifec,iiVe feedback, 'not -efficiency,' -is.--irett ,top',prionty.,

Disadvantages'
f.,.t

1. Adequate cqnferences require timetime
for preparation'by the teacher and the par-
ent -and time to conduct a' thorough 'con-
firence?based on effective 'feedback, tech-
_nicines. If the 'conference is a PR gimmick,
.Or a five_-Minute "Hello, I'm Mrs. Smith:
Julie is a 'lovely ,student, it 'has no real
value as an effective reporting or goal-setting
device.
g..Parenti, long excluded from _Meaningful
participation in thesehoOls, or 'recalling old
conference methods, will not take to the-
idea. of , a 30-minute conference. More plan-
ning time will be required for the staff,
administration, and parent leaders.to,devise
strategies that `will attract parents to ,the
goal-setting conference.. '
3. Teachers; who have perceived conferences
as a PTA agenda which encroaches on ,their
time, will object to half-hour conferences as
an infringement on the already 'tog short
time to teach. Attitudes must change to see ,
the conference as a tool which 'will improve
learning.
4. Most teach s. do not have the training
they ,may -f is necessary to 'conduct a
goal-setting conference.' How do , -I prepare?
How do rinVolve the parents? What are-my
limits? These are all legitimate- questions
which will require in- service assistance,

0'

a

,
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... . .

k. --Evaluation: feedback is made a hey . . e":".

Component in the teaching-learningearnin& sir , .k

; lipicess.- Learning is communicated as I,
. .a grOwth,- cycle', not a- list of ac44in-

lilishments or a pile of starredprojects.
; 1.' :111;e`eOnference,helpi, teachers and par-,

-eats, see the .rinique..ww4,E child,
. ,..learning and growing 'With' their ,s p- -..,---:,-.,,

port 'and expertise. When planning{ ''z'i '' .:4"t4 4,
goals and .strategies for learning,.they,
'consider .all--the: needs which- may
infttieziCe- how, -what; and -Why--..tbe
child learns, /whatIciProbleMs: inhibit,
learning; and hoWrself-discipline (ran i. 1
in' developed. -,1 - . . ... A.,

If 'the teachers and rlarents in a school insist that day-to-day
. fedback meet the

, .. ,,.
effeCtiveness criteria, then the district _can _more easily ,balan,ce the children's
developmental needs with parent needs for traditiOnal ,grade0arid,institutional
demands for efficient records; Ideally, each evaluatiori given to a student woad
meet all criteria fullyr In reachinrfor-thE- ideal, some compfomises that,
hopefully, f: to the students' ,benefit, -must be made. 4!

The most satisfactory compromises are an ,amalgam Of..xeporting methods
, which maintain the best possible balance between specific, informative, ndn-
judgmental, and criterion - referenced reports and an amount of paper that does
not overwhelm parents or teachers. .

p.
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-GOALS TTING tOligERENCf: "TEACHER,,
MEET MY P NTS."

At one time, the family was the centr of learning, cities gr5w into urban
Monsters and society became a technological comple e responsibility for,
teaching and learning was taken from the family and giv to school professionals.
As family, roles specialized, the demands, of work superseded tithe ror parents and
children (those who weren't in the factories) to discuss school. A-quarterly report
card, glanced over quickly, was the extent of parent involvement.

Today, 'as Leisure -time and the it ofilearning increase, parent con-
cern aBat quality educalion has Mounted:- Schooling has evolved into a major
preodeupation that causes open conflict about method, content, discipline, and

, . value systems. Confused and alienated, fafnilies. try to reassert control over their
children's learning by attacking school board policies on discipline, tektbook
selection, and curriculum; by voting ddwtax referenda needed to finance teacher.
raises, and by, Making scapegoats of busing and attendance policies. In the last -
five years, parents have more directly confronted schOol professionals with
demands for deciiion-making.control than at any time in this century..

While rnany \school districts have responded defensively, others have demon-
: strated that parent involvement can benefit the schciol and the community.

Multiple Alternatives, as-inSoutheast Minneapolis, Berkeley, Portland,
;Quincy, and Wayne COunty, Michigan..

Alternative Schools as in Ann Arbor's Earth Works, New York's Mini-
'Schools, Grand Rapids' Street Academy, St. Louis! Metro High, Sto
Paul's Open, SChool, and tiallas' Skyline Career Academy. , .

. Schools-within-Schools as in' IndianapoliS' North Central High, Park
Forest's 'Rich East High, San Mateb Garden City, Kansas, and
Wisconsin Rapids.

Goal-Settingtonferences as in Mt. Lake, Minnesota, 1V1ilwaukee,',

_Wisconsin, and Winnetka;Blinols. '".>

Parent Councils as. -in_ Evanston's King' Lab School, North St. Paul's
Middle SchoOl,,and Concord, California'sWeathervane Schbol. 4:1

tr

The most practical device to bring parents inceithe school decision,inaling
oieis istO'begin with the parents' concern for their%Iildren's academic progress.

Although it requires detailed planning, the family -g4al-setting, conference not
.bnly.involves' parents,. it gives them a direct voice in what aild how each child
learns. Most, importantly,: however, when used for goal' setting, evaluating, and
reporting, the family conference adds the personal, fai32ily-oriented dimension -
which mosContemporary schooling lacks.'

-in, initiating. the family goal conference as an integral part of the school,
,,program, a diStrict announces that, itviews education as the joint responsibility of .

-;,the,parents, the teacher, and the child. The 'valti'e, of such responsibility, is learned,
o. ever, not ,merely' by the announcement, bht most` effectively by theroppor-

td be involved in those &legions for which theindividualteaCher,,Parent,
is''Stiident=,,,is'beingheld accountable. '

,T,Ie,..essence.of the goal-ietting family:conference is communication arid' sup-
port.,.When the `child is learniikek4s-suine ,greater responsibility for learning, the

sOppprt-and ekpertise. of concerned104's with different, but helpful viewpoints
are-needed. The family conference, whichl-elies on effective ',feedback techniquel,.
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provags anideal settil-g in whiclf the child can receive this support and 'gold nee.
By commupicating openly, parents and teachers avoid the crossed' and confliaing
messages which confusothe child.

To initiate the family -conference, a committee of parents and. teachers
should plan -hpw to implement the practice. In addition to planning objectives,
responsibilities; and procedure's, the' committee must identify possible obstacles
that might hinder successful implementation, decide on thelesources that will
help and the strategies necessary to ihsure success.

Step L Forming'the Objectives Otthe Family Conference

Each school will draw up its own list of objectives. In general, however, thef
are six major goals for the family conference:

To help parents and teacheri interpret' together the school's educational
program in, terms of goals attuned to each child's needs. 4

2. To help each family set learning goals for each

3. To provide ways and means for the parents and teachers tothelp

4. To encourage the child to assume ,greater responsibility for settinggoals,
selecting resources and materials, organizing and evaluating her/his
learning. . _.

,5.. TO
,
appraise together the child's growth'and Academic progress accord-

.ing to mutually set criteria based on the child's needs. _

6. To establish strong lines of cowmunication among parents, student,: and
teacher. ..i,"

-Step 2:. Identifying Responsibilities'
0 3

1.. Scheduling: The principal should schedule a.tleast two Conftliences, 20
to 30 minutes long, each .year, during-school days, The conference* days -and
times should be convenient to parents, but not an additional burden to teachers.
Some options might be:..

. ,

If the number of single parent or working parent families is lo 9 sched:
ule conference- periods during regular school days. Res e:several
early morning, late afternoon, or evening times for the wo g parents.
Scatter the reserved times-over several weeks. '
If working parents are a large number, schedule conferenCe days pi)
begin in mid-afternoon. Half of the staff will conduct school at the
regular time for all stIgdents. (Large group presentations, field trips,

. 9
and mini-courses with community and parent ioluriteers, a Nature film,
or an assembly program- can be planned.) The -other half will prepare
and conducethe conferences. On a second day, the staff will reverse
tasks., (This, arrangement' has, several advantages: it arks the student
program; for cooperative staff planning, gives an opportunity -for
new learning experiences. and experimental, programming, intensifies
community involvement, and alkm4s time for conferepce 'planning by
staff.) ° .4,
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,Start the conference days at 2 p.m. Count each conference day -aka °

school day. Students come to school onlylorthe conference.
... ,. ,

End the school day one hour earlp/On one day each week. Eacteaclier
might schedule three to five conferences in those times.'
End theschool day two hours early twice monthly. Parent's, Studen'ts,,
and teachers return for scheduled evening conferences and other activi-
ties. Additional conferences,. sphone conversations, or written notes .

may be initiatedby parents or teachers. ' .

2. Staff Development. The administration is respcinsible for scheduling
staff development workshops. A teacher committee should plan the program so
that each teacher understands the why and hOw of the cohference'and devels
the techniques that will insure an effective conference. By using role . mg,
structured lab experiences, and sniall group counseling exercises, teach s should
learn:

How to set realistic, achievable, and personal goals their
own needs as teachers. .

---dr--- How to iiis'epare,fo.r each conference.. A
42

How to eCcept nonjudgmentally, without surprise or disapproval, wha
the child or parenr may say in a conference. ,. . .
Hdw to been and end the conference with positivekcomrnents about the
child's prOsress and behavior. . ,

,
How to help the parent and child clarify and 'accept what the child

jenoys in school, what the child fears or-dislikes about school, how the
'child, works best (small group, ...independent study, or other),, what
iinpro'vements are needed, the child's strong skills, ho'in, the° teacher or

c parents can help each other and the child, and new directions for the
child's learning.

How to arrange chair groupings which will open communication. /

Howto offer alternative solutions so that the family may decide how to
solve a problem.

.

How to listen actively.
c.-How to discern the perceptions behind statements.

How to help parents and child to listen nonjudgmentally. '

How to provide effective feedback. .

How to-interpret information the school hal aiout the''Cilild and that
, the parents may want or that is relevant to the conference, such as

a. recorded observations of pupil perfcMance as shown by class
involvement, written work, gioup activities,-and behavior.

,b.. 'dated samples of the student's work.
c. all tests: informal quizzes,;teacher-made unit tests, pre- and post-

unit tests, standaidized achievemeritnd aptitqde tests.
d. summaries of past conferences as contained in the cumulative

record. , ,,, -

. e. health records.
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it 3. Paren't Preparation. School goals, confdrenceliroc.edures and respoinsi-
bilities, and methods to make parents aware of conference days can be the
responsibility of the PTA. The PTA can involve many parents-in a phone cam-
paign, run ads in the loeal newspaper, send letters, hold infonial talks or teas
about the conlercnce plans, or' un door-to-door survey. As a final Oreparation,, ' the conference planners should pi:6We each family with a gdidebook that out-
lines and. explains the what, why,-ant, how of,the school's evaluation-reporting
conference, and a Fall Conference Planning Sheet for parents. ..

r -, . :A, e
'Dear Parent:

In order to help all of us benefit fi,6 ro the upcoming conference on
. .

. .-, 1
I am requesting that each of us'complete the

... .

questions outlined below:

o

PARENT C9NFEIXENCE PLANNING

Thank you.

Simon Jones

Instruction I: Unkryour child is new to this schodl, begin by review-
ing the summary of last spring obnfcrence. 'Discuss the summary
with your child. -.

2Instructions II&Answer the folliwing questions. (Your child and I have
already c(mpleted a similar. questionnaire.)

1. Wifat are your colip'ems Cott/es child In school this year?

2. What does your child, most need to improve? (As a guide, check
the curricnIum guidebook you received when yotir child registered
in 'the school.)

42,

flov.' much imppvement dckyou expect this year?
you wer to select two to improve" for your'child,

.10 which woutd You chi) e?
B,:- a 4

thinkThe-schbol raipt'besthelp your child5. List some w, aysy
meet these lint

6. Listsome wa which graigh .he
s.

Instruction AIL Aft corepletinO the 'questionnaire, discuss the*,
responses with your ch d. Listen for- her/hist reactions. What are the
areas of agreement? Disagr ,q,

Instruction IV: Briri
Together; we will dile
goals for the year. Because o
ence, it is important that each
know. all the school! knows
infprmation for the benefit of

answers to the family conference.your
your child's, needs and help her/hirn*set

the half-hour time-limit for your confer-
us come prepred. You have a right. to
out your child. will interpret that

o child% education. 1

The open-ended questions in the abowlanning forrif may distoncer; soi4
parents who ne more 'specific guidelines. ForPthose parents the form on pages

. , ,
.51 and 52' is mo helpful,

04
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Dear Parent:

In order that the conference regarding your childivrOgrim cane
benefit all of us, I am asking that you prepare for the conference by
completing this questionnaire. Bring yolir responses to the conterence.

Sincrely,

Mary 'Thomas'

CONFERENCE PREPARATION FOR PARENTS

Instruction I: Think abottt your child as you answer these questions.
In each section, give a (1) to the question which is most important to
you, a,(2) to, the second most important, and so on..

(A) I need information about my child's acadanic progress.

What is my child's capacity for learning and how does her/his
work compare with that ability?

What specifically should my child learn in school? (Refer to the
curriculum guide. List your priorities.)

In what ways has my Child's work improvetkor slipped since the .
last conference?

(Other) 4.1041'

(B) I need information on how my chili learns.

Does my child know how to set gdals that she/he accomplishes?

Does my child use "unplanned" time wisely? ,

Does my child learn better in large groups, seminars, or inde-
penderst work? /
Can my child apply new, learning to new situations?

What probletn-solving skills does my child use?

(Other)

(C) need information onmy child's self-direction.

Can my, child identify her/his-learning needs?

Can my child set realistic long- and short-range goals?

Can my child hear and follow directions?

Can my child select and use a variety of learning materials?

gan my child set and meet priorities?

Can my child assess or evaluate her/his work? .

Can my child act independently of peer pressure?

(Other)

51
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' (D) I need information on'michild's peer relationships.

/Does my child offer to help others?

Does my child respect others' propirty?

Does my child live up to peer commitments?

Does my child share responsibility?

Is my ,child sensitive to g/his peers' feelings?

Does my child respect Ifferences of values among her/his peers?.re'

(Otherl

(E) I need information on my child's creative work.

Does my child use a variety of media to express herself/himself?

Dv my child concentrate on creative.work?
Does my child-use creative talents

(Other`` 44 .SL

Instruction II. The following is a summary list of the five categories..
Rank each category according to its importance to you.

I need information on my child's acadimic progress.

'I need information on how my child learns.

I need information on my child's self-direction.

I need information on my child's peer relationships.

I need information on my child's creative work.

Instruction III. Take your no. 1 choice from Instruction II. Frame ques-
. tions which identify your major concerns, in that category. Continue

through each of your categories and write down the most important
questions.

What I am Most.conCerned about in category 1 is

ost want to know is

Bring your questions to the conference.

t
Thank you..

t

I
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4. TeacherTeacher Responsibilities. The teaelter-will prepare for the conference by
using. the same questionnaire as the parents. In addition sh'e/he will direct the
student to gather, test papers, projects, folders, and notes and will help the stu-
dent complete the questionnaire. At conference time, the teacher initiates the
discussion by reviewing conference grocedurq, by making sure that parent§ and
child understand the proadures, and by sharirig her/his expectations for the con-
ference: (I) that each person will listen actively to the individual speaking and
respect that person's point of view; (2) that each person will respond with
respectful .tones of voice; (3) that the group will focus-on common concerns, and
work together to solve problems; (4) that each person will openly share her/his
concerns and needs.

..,After the teacher has clarified these expectations andoet the conference
tone; child,and parents shouldexpress their respeCtive expectations.

Kindergarten and' primary students_ should receive help in- framing and com-
municating ideas. Older children, if given the experience in the early grades, will
have more facility in the task. Carefully worded questions will facilitate the child's
contribution. Supportive and clarifying adult re..wonses will encourage the child's
involvement. i t

As the second step, the participants should share concerns, ask' questions,
and discuss the questionnairis. The teacher will assist in this step and ensure that
each family member lias)the opportunity to speak. After 10 or 12 minutes, the
teacher should clarify the major concerns expressed, and help the family
synthesize the priority issues into 'clear ploblem statements. As a final step, the
family frame learning-goal-statements. °

In follow-up conferences, the procedure will vary. Some families may seek
more sp/dific assistance in solving problems that have arisen difring the school
year.Aather than give answers, the teacher should suggest alternative solutions
and help tl* family select the most appropriate for its needs. Other families may
wish to focus on progress toward the student's goals. The teacher will make avail-
able materials showing the student's progress. Igo matter what the focus,Of a
follow-up conference, the teacher should make certain that new goals are estab-
lished.

In closing the conference the teacher has three tasks.. First, she/he will
write a goal contract with the family: The contract will list major goals, outline
a plan of action., an,d describe responsibilities.

The second'econd leacher responsibility in closing the conference is the recording
.task. ThC teacher will see that the contract-with goals and res`ponsitlilities is
Written out and that copies are made for the family and fOr the student's file.

Finally;the teacher will facilitate concluding comments from each person.
Tag statements such as "I'm pleased that"..."In the conference, I appreciated..."
made first,by the teacher, will provide the necessary termination.

When used in conjunction with a traditional grade regort or a criterion -
based report, the semesteN.sal.gonferenteS should-include a review of progress,
feedback- to ensure, a full understanding by student and parents of the criteria
completed, and suggestions for improvement. For elementary school students,
the single conference poses few j.c,beduling problems. For departmentalized junior
ligh. and secondary school ,stfiderts, hbwever, multiple teachers compliCate the

,.conference scheduling process. -The most successful methods incorporate an
advisor. system in which one faculty member acts as coordinator in a fifteen to
twenty-minute goal conference based on inforrnationgatherecifrom the other
teachers. .Parents who wish more in-depth discussion with individual subject

°`-ri-ratterteaChers are scheduled by the advisor to confer with those teachers. Sd
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that parents will not misuse this opportunity, ail problems arg-first cliicussed with
the advisor. Only those problems which the advisor cannot successfully facilitate
are referred to the teachers.

Y

k

(Shubert Schoaqoal eenuact) 4

Name Jordi Jon'el) Teacher Mary Todd

i Date Sept. 27 . _trim Grade 3
e 4

Jordi will concentrate on improvement in the following areas:

a. checking his work for accuracy

b. following directions
ce

c. iandersta'nding and using place value (math).
d. expressing self so that he can be.understood (oral),

e. understanding and practicing care of self

f. drawing conclusions from direct observation(icience)

g. enjoying reading independently.-

Report date: December 15
r

Oa.

Mrs. Todd will provide 'materials for Jordi's work with c, d, and f. Jordi
will pick four to six library books and seiikehedute 41Q;pinules of class
room reading time each day. Jordi will maiiain present performance' levels
in all other subject areas. Mr. Jones will help Jordi make a personal care

-checklist and review Jordi's personal-care habits each night. Vs. Jones will
review Jordc's home study-for a and bleach night,

°

C J. J.
M.'J.
m. T.

ti

414
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5. Studdnt. Resp nsibilities. The student has three responsibilities for the goal
conferences:y,.

L To prepare her/his own responses to the. questiOnnaire.
2. To collect all materiakrelevant to the conference (tests, reports, projects,

wOrkbOoks,'etc.).. :

3. To participate iii evaluating.her/his learning and in setting goals.
o

0

Step 3. Evaluating the Goal-Setting Conference r
,

Every Oaltlatiou-reporting system needs continual scrutiny. A. 'district that
;uses the goal - Setting 'conference should4s_tOlish a parent-teach,Cy-administrator -,
student (junior high and senior high) revOrsoinmittee. Thecommittee's respon-

;, ,gibllitYtis, to establish criteria for evaluating, methods for assessing, and strategies
forzTjmgroving the system. This cOmmiltee may also s.tive as:the steering group .
which sets conference dates; handles_ scheduling details, suggests in-service pro,
grads, and makes possible other, parent . involvements in activities 'such as ai
newsletter, parent-class nights, and student-parent fun-nights.

6.



CHANGING THE SYSTEM: MAKING CHANGE WITH YOUR NICKEL

The National Center for Grading/Learning Alternatives
811- Poxdale
Winetetka, Illinois 60093 ,

Dear Educator:
-rev

e
We area small, rural high school. Sotne of Our faculty and parents

are Whappz with our grading. We use the ABCDF. We would like to
chan our report card. We are .thinking about a Eass-Fail system or an.
A-B-C-D and C-N/C.'_Last year two classes experimented with written
evaluations. One-. teacher loved the personal approach; the other
lamented the time involved.The Board of Education has instructed me
to propose a solution, before the end of this school year Ihave read'
Wad-Ja-Get? And I believe that we nsed,:to change: Can you telfme

*hat system works best?

Sincerely,

Samuel Hill
Principal

_ Di. Hill's letter pinpoints the difficulty a school Maces when dissatisfaction
with grade? .suffigces. It also demonstratesseveral of the unhelpful assumptions
about the change process, such as

St:kme faculty and parents are unhappy,
to change ouereport card .1p,

considiring reporting alternatives
414 classes exfierimented; one liked, one dislike

. I have read,and I believe
solution by end of year i
what systemWorks best?

.
In order that an institutional change,may benefit the'pepple f ,Whbm it is

intended; -rather than merely promote efficiency, tliat change req reg. careful'
planning, great Tatience, firm conviction, 'and a complete andestandinrof the _ft .ingredients' necessary for sjuecer. ssful, -effective 'Change. DrcHill,s misstatements,.
indicated that his attemptto change, the grkding system wolld end.in frustration.
A niorrrational approach would have been/tb examine the criteria fOi-Jfective
dhange.-

1. Change :is effectwe when it encompasses the nkeds 5 pl... 7i ;it will-
affect. Dr. it indicated "some parents -and, teachers" were unhappy w. uttdi-
tionat grads. Subsequent correspondence revealed. that- .Dr: Hi I had reacted to'
this dissatisfaction in terms of his 'own predispositions against, ,klei.-Ilehad not -

atteinpted.to check, out how parents andother fabulty totraisektheir.linder-
,itandi4 of the issues. In- addition4s equest for. "t ,e!ibes't,sy,gteni,";A Universal

Cure-all, avoided consideration of the minunity:'s needs and the ,criteria for
'effective eQuationet,' ,

r
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2. Change is effective when it is based on a clear set ofpilorities. D. Hill
'notdiscussed the Naripus options for changing- the report card symbols. He had not

considered the consequences of .those seemingly minute adjustments. Other than
meeting some parent and student di 'sfaction, the thrust ,for change bore nom? . II'

relation to the school's teaching- learnin process. 0.

.'. ,
, -

- .
?

,
,

3. Changes is effective when the personsaffected are involved in,the 6cision- . ,

making process, Dr. Hill and the school board were making -the decisions:. a new
system by the end of the school year. Although this itthettraditional practice of
school bureaucracies in making decisions, it indicates why relations among parents,'
teachers, administrators': and school boards are so pobr; exclusion from decision '
making leads .to alienation:noninvolvement' and Mistreit. In' this context the
statO quo,' Most blatantly represented by traditional grades, is the .mesafe and:secure.,
.stanee; No matter' what system lik-, Hill and the-board might,int, it would,mile
haste some community opposition:: Following th..-trs-tral path the, board' would

. ;perceive the opposition as directed against; the grading change and not as conse-,
. .

quent, on their pilure to include teatheis and patents in ,the d'aisicn,1,-making

, .
. .

Change is effective whet it is a.-planned proceSW in in a problem,-
solvin perspective; effective change l'aAires realistic goal 'setting based upon -a
dearly efined institutional need, examialtiori of helpful resources, identification

,of pose' obstacles,; :optional strategies, detailed tirganization,Iand evaluation
against pie- blished criteria. When these steps'are not folio ed, eliange be-
comes haphazard; a search for a mvic cure-all. change,- r o c s s a> continual
effort to,improve. a system, not the sudden eitiergente of p.erfectsro at. In this
senile hoPe'l'Or.a `jbest grading system" is an impossible dream.

\,,In the4.3t.k.E,...s-_;-.s.hfce the First National Confereike on Grading ,Alternatives; ..
change theory, applied to the reformatioli of evaluiting aid, .feporting methods,
has-wRIved,clear patteins for offec6eeyaluation.andreporting systemsased on
these criteria:Many school districts start the change effort by, focusing on...ithe
%porting- system's number land- letters. juist as Dr. Hill did. Thisls a false start.
Essentially, the traditional reporting:system'is NOT the protlem. Gracte4,are only
a part, o f the noblem, Ttaditional grades leflect.:an. ontmOded learning Jhear ,..

which-perceives motivation injimited stimulus - response terms. Iri practice, t '
Thorncfyke model. has eVolveck`li,AO-"carrots." and "sticks,7iWards and penis
.Ments, which should mptivate. ALA, stndents' to become (gaplined _reamer

,kfinstad, it, fosters apathy, increased' discipline .problemS;, diSenchantthent,
!Le. . , disci
dropping out. , -'. . ,, ,

ri,-.4.

. ,
A newspaper story secently_reporred a local board of educatiOn meeting at

. . which four inner city high school students described cohditions- in their sehool.
. The pioblems.included cheating, teacher, apathy, vandalism,,and, lax security. ,

, Lack of discipline gave rein le cheating and to disTptiv'e stuclen''ts..Teachers
gossiped and did not bother at_tintes even to attend classes. Lockers werebroken -.
into and property stolen. -The so-called security system, made it possible for;".,;-

::00.:almost-. anyone' to obtain' an I.D.. card: . % 1-?-,. - .:. , .

4' One board .member pronou,nced .thesituation to be far more than as',ecurity
,problern: A fundamental attitudinal change needed, She said. , *: i.,-.4"- ,. -

., o,correct the_misfocut, Caused by grades, a sebool dlitrict Must:;,aeeicle what
rthnh The forest Road School in La-Grange Park, IllinoiS;*developed a

d

' I .
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.sLrics of faculty parent seiinars and questioniaires to diover reaV classroom
priorities The final report listed the following ' i.

At Fores.t Road, we believe thatvery student shoul4 learn-

1. To treat other perso.ris with respect
2 To coiltnbute to each other's learning
3 To express ieas and feelings clearly a /': 4. Td fel goodb'out.erself/imseIf.
5 To take responsibihiy and independence as a,earner
6 To develop skills in çach subjectarea appropriate to her/his ability /

.

4 A second Forest Road decision asked that ea1uation and repcirting remforce45 /
thecornmunity's classroom priorities, yet allow fr individual differeices A / -x
facultyjarent committee developed hese guidelines /

- /, .. Our evaluation should Olr!eporting should - /
1 Measure individl effective growti 1 domnmnicate indivdual active j /

- by means of consistent criteria. and cognitive growth in relation to / .
a. respect for others criteria. - /

- b contributions.to others a. establishipent of continuitm for / -
- . c. communication of ideas and feel- affect(è grç)wth 1

mgs b development consistent mastery /
ci deveJgpment of posijive self levelzn cognitive skills /image 2.- Coxnbme a variety of munageabje

- e. responsibility,1.-.. .- repoiting dev,ces.5
f independeè a. student kep?ccords 4e

N. 2 Measure indi{'idual ffetive leari b chcklists/continuums ..V'
ing by consstent cnteça at each grade c three conferences yearly'with re

- ---- level. 'eased tinie and based oii
5-, *-.__ entgoal. .

* d psit and constructive tone

-
4
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Asl a third Step,,faculty committeesi:using the criteria for effective feedback,
develop d sequenced skills for each subia area.

Language Arts Skills
(lev-els 4:5-6)

.

.
- , ,-- .

I. Coinpositiqq . . -4'.
'.,---- (

Maintainsiskills learned in previous,. us
.

Writes four'types of sentences correctly in sequentially developed
accounts .

.Writes paragraphs around-a topic sentence
Develops -a story using opening, plot, and, dosing -

r- Retells myths, fables, folktales in chaitacteristic literary form z

Prepares-and presents oral reports selecting vocabulary, construction,
and diction appropriate to

`purpose.
and audience

Cooperates'in.discussions by,responding 'as well as listening.

II. Sentences
Iden tifiess and uses four sentence types ''' ..

Changes nonsentences into sentences 's
Changes word order to improve meaning
Organizes notes for a short, summary report i -

Recognizes nouns, verbs, descriptive words, subjecfs, and predicates
Uses direct and indirect address in sentences.
'

*

,--.."
:III. Capitalization itkk

Maintains skills ofearlier grades
.., We's capitals consistently for firstyvordsof sentence, to introduce direct

quotations,
. for

,,i.o. ,i--. ,o.'- ,
quotations, fcir proper names, tor perseonalpronouns; .

.1/4

a

, -

IV.. Punctuation . 'ii-'''' ''--4 .. , r.
Uses period afterailltatementi, in OitiitieSAthreviations -- -

, .

'' Uses quotation marks correctly- - . ,-/ -..
i.

, Uses commas to separate-- words in...segieS,A.S0 Off-words in direct
i, ,

- faddress - .

ReCogniies and uses quotation marks e

Uses apOstropheS.riAontractions.rsingillaf possessive nouns -
Uses underlining for book titles:.-

.

- AV. Handyn ting .1 .

Wntes legit y andzieatlf All.wrifieri'w-
.

sl4nti I.
',Has,uniforn" :size andIshapfemfletters,and-nunfetalA",
Prooffeads.and coireet$ iobte spcits
Practicei improvement-ii i all subject irelis

. r



As the Poresit Road committees developed the evaluation and reporting
devices,, a nut:dyer 'Of new problems emerged. Each problem was resolved as a
"need response."' Af

. Problem

A

.1. Need for' individualized,.-materials
which spanned several grade levels in
'each' classroom
2. Need for record system which chil-
dren could use
3. Need for classroom aides to help
in distribution f materials,' tutoring
and other small t ks
4. Need to help s detig d velop effec7
tive skills

.
5. Need for greater. variety of_indi-
vidualized mciterials.z

Solution Devised'
i'-

1. Redistribution of materials among
grades so that 'each, classroom had

.range 91, levels in the materials (for
example, in grade 3', the classroom
would haveiriaterials,for.grades 1-5
2. Development of a 'single mimeo-
graphed booklet with the K-7
:Seciitence for each:subject area: As a.
child corriplete0 a posttest,
made-an and entered.date
3. Establishment of a parent-v.olunteg'
pool; and a cross -age tutoring prograiia _

.4. ExpanSiOn of 'make,zCifele tldaily

.use, ,1C4. Implemented .adVg2i-ytime
in upper grades, with speciahnaterials
to develop the.destred-skills
5. Establishment of administrator=fac-
ulty review committee. Summer sti-
Rend to seek out and adapt materials
from other schools, publishers.

In the problem-solving context, Forest Road wprked four mars to bring its
learning program into agreement with *Objectives. The prohlems,of conference
planning time, scheduling, and the checklists which reported public progress
betc'ame a mechancial task, because the committees had so carefully laid the
necessary "process" groundwork and had gone4through the proFss;itep-byi.step.
Today, their process continues as Forest Road'attempts to "clean" its reporting
system so that it will reflect the effectiveness criteria as closely as possible.

Getting Started O

First steps are hardest. In dealing'w,ith the gricling issue, it is rash toillunge
headlong into battle. To `'introduce the 0.a.ding issue without, -inducing heavy
emotional reactions, identify parents and teachers who have,4itniar:views. Here
are some practical strategies:

.,,,, Have lunch with a different teacher every day. Discuss, the students, thei
'" t_

teacher's views on cheating, comietition, apathy. Spend ywr Arm: listening. En-
. courage yours --meal partner to di cuss each issue thbrottgbly. `Can you more
about that?" "Could' you eviain?" , .

Purchase a basic library!, of grading .materials. Xerox chapters -and articles..
for faculty mail boxes; departmental offices, the school board:

_ ...

Sidney Simon, HoWard rschenbaum,' Rodney Napier... Wad li,17 Get?
The .Grading Game in. Anwrion Education...New7lain*: Hart Puhlishing.
Co., Inc., 1971.

I I

sa



The basic antigrades text. Written as part fiction, it covers the issues, the re-
. search, and the ,alternatives. In addiiiozi, an excellent 'appendix reviews the ingjor

research on grading.

. William Glasser, "The Effect of School Failure on the Life of A Child."
Washington, D.C.: National Associa,tion of Elementary Schools-Princi-
pal's, 1971. . .

A reprint of a two-part article published in the September and 'November,
1969, issues of The National ,Elementary- Principal. This excellent article goes '
directly to tie heart of the failure-success issue. It describes succinctly how most
school problems, includingsapathy and anger, are caused by the failure 'syndrome.',
A basic hook for grading reform.

William Glasser, Schools Withollt Failure. New York: Harper and Row,

An extended version of Glasser's article on failure. This book expands the discus-
sion to include "how to" Wild success schools based on positive self-esteem.

. , * - .

Sidney Simon and James Bellanca, editors. Degrading the Grading
Myths: 'r)61 Primeia f, Alternatives to Grades. ands Marhs. Washington,

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,,I976.'
, . _

A collection of essays, including'articles by Combs, Napier, Kirsche-nbaum,'
and,more than a dozen other "change agents" who successfully pioneered grading
reform, is built around four subtopics: the issues, the alternatiVes, the change
pcOms, and the- results. A basic book 'for_ grading reform._ i

HO-Ward Kirsebenbaum and James Bellanca;:college Guide" for Experi-
4"": -menttng High' Schools. Upper, Jay, New York: National Humanistic

Education Center, 1973: i- Ar,,k,
. . 1.

....- Guideride.. is a resource book for high schools, which shows in black arid
, .

,..- .\
Whitt that colleges do accept nontraditional high school transcripts. The exact

.--vrenuirements fo,r 2,700 colleges areftlescribed in response to the question;"If no
i.ist-a transcript

. ,

_gradeS,;What must, contain?" '' ,

. - .-,

Benjamn, Bloom,, J, fliltinia. Hastings, and George F. Mailaus. Hand,
qiooktan-4oruzative. and',SurrnatiVe Evaluation of Student' Learni4g.--

e ybrk: McGraw -Hill B :o1C..o., 1971. .

... . .
1

.- The basie''text- for those,-who wish*erea.te a competency criterion-based
. , --

, ,

_evaluation. system,Very thorluglt research ,reports -aitTincludect ."
.,---,:-. . ,,!'-"'-'. --'i.110°- - ..4, -.. .
-e -r-; ,,,, , .

a- At-ta-ifaailt0meeting,kbreak intkismall groups. In each group, listen to
-'taped speeches abo4rtacleS..,(Arther ColUbS,`,`GfaAcl. irig and What We Know- bout
.Learning" (Upper ;Ay,-','NO-or11.-: NatiOhal Htifianistic Education Center, 1973);
-Siday:pimcin, "A Personal .Sea,ObAir .a,Grasge atio,nal Humanistic Education,, , --.. . - -.

'Center,. . 1973); Ifoart1 KI:10;eribaiimp-411, te .v.e"Ap15.rOaches ,to,,,' Grades"

{National HUrpanistic' Educatattenter, .1,973);, rieaapier "the Change
ent and, Grading Reform"- (National HumanistrotrEdffeation Center, 1973))

1
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Ask your students to discuss grades.
. Invite a speaker to address the PTA about evaluating and reporting. Use

The Grading Game to open the discussion.
Plan a faculty in- service day. Divide the faculty into subgroups and use.

any of the following surveys to open the conversation. Ask each subgroup 'Co
report to the whole faculty at the end of the in- service day. Give guidelines for the

J. reports.
Distribute Data Feedback Questionnaires: ,

Instruction: Within each section, rank the seven statements.

Reporting

The reporting sysiem should accurately report the evaluation
to the parents and students. . e

Repoiting should reflect what &child has learned.
.

,Reporting system should 'be concise and efficient.

Affective behavior should be reported wit hin the classroom'
and within the total school environment.

Tli.t *timing of a report, should allovt,for continued, student
gthiv3th.

Reports should be made at suitable intervals.

Reporting system should reflect extracurriculanactivities.°

Evaluating

.4r _To do so effectively, the person evaluating should have, suf-
ficient time.

Evhfuation needs to be a c9ntinuous process.

Evalution system should serve as a motivational device.

Evaluation system should be objective.

Evaluation should measure affective behalilor.

Evaluationjystem should allow fo'r student input.

Evaluation should-indicate the role the reacher will play in
promoting student growth.

tr
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Evaluation and ReRorting Systems Analysis Sheet

1. Rate each item as you think it applies to out school.

Scale

Atrue to a great extent
Btrue to a considerable extent
Ctrue to a Junked extent
Nnot true

1. The evaluation program provides students with a clear under-
standing of exactly what they 'need to do in order to improve

44; upon or correct their individual weaknesses.

2. Students are involved in the'evaluation of their own progr'ess.

3. The evaluation program includes information on each student in
the ,areas of, achievement, personal-social adjustment, physical
status, interests, attitudes; work-study skills, and creative express
sion:

4. Student progress is evaluated on a continuous basis throughout
the year.'

(Circle One)

A B C N

A B CND

A B C N

-A''B C N

5 Teichers.use a variety of evaluatiOn initruments'and procedures,
such as systematic observation, interviews, tests, anecdotal- .
records, sociograms, and case studies. A B C

6. Information about students is obtained regularly from parents_
and professionals. . . B C N

4t`

7., Teachers use the information they have about students to,adapt
instruction to individual differences. - A 13 C

8. Teachers utilize evaluation results facilitate and improve the
learning-teaching process. A WC N

9. Teachers and administrators utilize evaluation results to provide
continuing feedback into the questioris .of curriculum develop-

. ment and educational policy. . A B N

10. A comprehensive system of, cumulatiice records including, only
factual and/or documented information maintained on each stu-
dent. A B C N

t. The evaluation program is developed and evaluated cooperatively
by studeritspparents, teachers, and administrators. A B N

' 12. .The eyaluating program .is consistent with the goalsand philos-
ophy pf the school. "A, B C N

1

TOTALS

63.
;.
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Reporting Student Progress °

, .
. . . . ,

1. Reports to parents indicate the -Progress of each student in
relation to her/his own goals, not class standing.

2. Reports to parents provide parents with a general understanding
of their child's performance and strengths within each currimflum
area. -

i
. .

3. Reports to parents include parent-student-teacher conferences,
personal letters, telephone calls, andhome visits.

.

(Circle One) ;

A B ,C. N

ABCN

.N.,:.B ....c N

4. Reports to parents are made whenever there is a need for them ..-,

rather thah merely at stated intervag. . / k A B C N.
: , ,/ ,.

' 5. The system of reporting to parents encompasses the objectives '
.valued by.the school. , A B :C N

6

. ,.--
Reports to parents include a method or procedure for parents to
communicate with the teacher. ABCN..

*
.

. .
7. Parents, teachers, and students understand the specific objective3,

of each curriculum area on which 'Students' progress is evaltiated: A TS' C, rq-
..... .

S. The system of reporting to students and parents j/5" developed
and evaluated cooperatively by students, par nis, teachers, 4nd

.'administriitors. \ -. A B.CN
..

9. The system of reporting tq parents is consis nt with the goals .
and philosophy of the school. A ,B C N

10!++ -The system of reporting makes it obvious that there is an oppor-
tunity for the student to impr6ve. A B1 C N

TOTALS

Article, summaries.
'- . , .

Ask each group to read a specific chapter in Wad-Ja-Get? or an article
. ,. on grading. Then g s k them to discus's reading ar}d report back the different

reactions. Once the faculty begins_ talking abOut the issues, emphasize resioect for
different opinions and Ideas. When there is a clear spectrum of opinion, about'
grading angiits. related issues, propose that the faculty devote several iin-service
meetings to study-the facts and work on a plan to resolve differences c4structive:
ly pd ratilnally. , '-'?

,

i I 4.''

, Ilk
s.
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THE ROAD TO OZ: THE YELLOW BRICK RO D

Over the past-decade, the small number o school districts that have risked
grading reform have generated much valuable i orrnation. Although Oz is still
far down the yellow brick road, the grading refo movement hasmade progress
that few anticipated. The point has now been reached where the family con-

, ference, combined with more than three dozen key elements, constitutes a re-
porting - evaluatingporting-evaluatmg.system that meets the criteria for effective feedback in a
personalized learning program.

65 -

Key Elements

LL.
- Foster community's desire to change

Involve community.in the decision-making process
Involve teacher in the decision-making process
Involve administrators in the decision:making process
Develop criteria for evaluating and reporting
Examine alternatives includin pro's and con's of each option.
Establish an agreed-upon schOW philosophy
Establish clear priorities in the teaching-learning process
Research community needs and expectations

=-Discuss issues openly
Obtain accord among parents, students, and faculty
Think "outside" perceptual field
Select leadership for'change.
Identify barriers to change including dollars
Set goals for change process
Set parameters for change process
Set nonjudgmental, trust climate for change
Make choice
Plan implementation and uati on steps
Individualize program with appropriate materials ,
Work out forms
Maintain communication
Visit other schools
Develop repoqing specifics
Establish sequenced skills and objectives
Make structural changes

t Organise advisory systerds;
. Develop teaser in-service

Expand parent involvement
Ualuate the pitocess

f The yelloAv brick. road iymbd zes a way that: leads teachers, parents, Anil
students toward the promise of learning pptions to meet personal needs. To

,Aseparate the processes which make this possible is to deny, that students can be-
coine creative, intelligent, and value-clear individuals who control how and what
they,learn If the promise, is :to be tealized, it is imperative to continue the quest
for not just for the welfare of a few select students, but fOr. every child in
every cIassroorn.

°0
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Student

Sciwot ,

ShakopeeEtementany &hoots
Independent Schoot DiAt*t 720

\7,Shakopee, Minnesota t" .

/I DeaxPanent4: -

'02 OnitY, home, and 4chorot axe att vitae iacton.4 in the educationat

L, P'10911-e44 06 your chitd:, We mat att won& together bon hi.s/heAbeat
phyziaat, mental, and 4ociat growth. ° - >

Th2.4 pitoguaa'Aepotting system i4 based on 6oun nine-weekpeAioda.
The 61Aat and'thindvpont witt be a scheduled con6eAence between parent
and teacher. Await-ten Aepottwitt atm) be,piven at thia time. The

. second and 6buAth AepoAtwitt be a written Aepott to the parent. ,

Panents and teaches are encouraged to communicate at any time that,
miyht:be o6 bene6it lithe atudent.(

il
. 1 ,- --4-

The number 1, 2, 3, on 4 in a box'ia an evatuation o6 your child. A
caiuz.6ELL !Leading o6 each statement ie veArimpontaneto gain the meanin§
06 the number,. placed in each box. -1-7"

I.- In'the evaluation o6 your shied fnumben one (1) in the box
meant. that thi ekitt or tnait ccnaittentty'occu4. /

A number two (2) in e box means 'that thia eitt on twit
gene/catty occuA4.

3 -A number three (3) in the box means that this
.sometime.s.otcam:

4 number lioca (4) in the box means that thp eleitt on tAait

,4etdom'occun.s.\ 1 fir

Key:, 1 - Corusistently -- 2 - Gene/La22y -- 3.0.N,Sometimes -- 4 - Seldom

.EvatLurtwn . Pentads

sT

Wonk Habits:
'' Ivttouts dinection4 palteetty

iCompletes work on time,
'Te'canao..44 in doing a44grunents

l' fShows a good attitude toward teannag
Woaka independently

4te ir act4ities '

.lant n etaardscuaeion

4

Pehaona2 Inter-Pen4onat 'Retatibnalapl

---14aptaya eit6-con4dence '7
Shm46 counte.sy and consideration -:' .

,.. . .Respects authouty q

Ls diaAuptive in slaw behavion
Has difficuttytconcentlurting -

: e I ( .4 ..e,. ,

t /
.

Ilea/tit' Habits':
. ._,

Pupit'is Pugheao Repent-.
Supethatendent - Dn. Robert Mayen t

Etementatly PAincipats: Vingit Alma, DOnatd Tahh, Rioha matpm

Teaaheg,

Gnade

.

Schoot Yeah Grade HeXt Yeah

Key: 1 --Conaiatentty -- 2 - Gene/LIZ22y Sometimes 4 - Seldom

ivatuation Periods

I. l 1 1

, ;
---117cauliut kn'appeaAance and cteanfineaa . ,

' ,

. .

i Appea/sto need make Aeft,-. 9

o 4 *- s
..

,f,

X - Does not aep-ty bon :this period

- Subject WO

---Megood-1-1.s.tening
ExpAt4ees .ideas we22 ona/2y
ExpAeseea ideas wett. tunitcng
Has diicutty Laing pnitten .language skills

Handwriting:

Foams tettem conAectty
Appttes skills in daty wank

Science and Health:
Undemtanda basic concepts

Social
undeutanda basic concepts ,4e

finds ,and u4e4 4uitabte Ae6eAence mateniat4
Has di66icutty in undeutanding mao and chants

A44icat'Education:
Shows coopergaZon
Shows pooh_ ¢pontanicutahip -

Shows growth in akitta

Ant:

---Shous coative ability
Has diiicutty in fu dting mateAt4 and toots

MuSlic:-

11anticipates .1A acti.vities0

Shouts impoyem&tin ekitta .

Uses aetii-con.tha in ghougactiVitie4

.

CrY
00

Wendance Record:
Days Pusent
Days Absent
TimeatJaAdy

Separate reports t
.
=Math, Reading

,' 1 V

'
$-

and Spelling, .

s
Term No NCR-Ilt43-,-.Supreme Seim:el Sysiely Co, Mesas. wt $KIS d

V

a
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9NQIAN Hill txaminto SCI-4001. DISTRICT t.
. 4'CVNCINNATI,INO 45243 ..41,

.07.

I Se mesterIV

. ,
it The school an' d the home glare an obligation for_the eciucatiOn;of children

develop to theiehighestvotential. Ydu are Cordially inved to visit the sc
Cher and principal in regard to the welfare aircr Pro ss of your

This keport shows our evaluation Of your child's achiev
skills; attitudes and habits in different learning. areas:

t
In the Language Arts and. Mahematics,liarning areas

progress groups accOrding to their ability to handle
learning areas, children aregenerally grouped acco

of

By'F,apability at this time, wsmeaka
determined, b3f maturity, ap de, irate
the evaluation. By comparing
'whihh the child is making the mos

,

e children are generidly placed in
material succeiSfidy. In the other

ngto they interests and needs.

d's ab handle learning experiences: as
study- etbits attention span at the.time of

with achievement we can determine the extent to
if his o her

ifie-learning area have been provided,4*.appropriate ch
ins eons that the particular category is'not applicable to the ch

nients,'wheneier appropriate, further helpto describe an
ement:and growth in school'



LEARNING AREA

Concept coinprehension
in 0"

Research skills

Concept comprehens
Skill in use of re
.Historical con s,

` .Geographic
JStudy s

Rese:

ch materials

tow

Pw
Capability aftbis time

Achievement relative to_capability

concepts

h skills
ognition of relationships

actual knowledge

, CaPabiiity, at this time

HIGH

HIGH

-HIGH

, r
. Low HIGH

Achievemiel relative tosapability

HABITS AND ATTITUDES .

1st 2nd
. SeFt Sem

IC

.bays
Absent

Times'
Tardy

Total

WORK HABITS
-Listens
Carries ouf directions
Works neatly ,
Works independently
Proofreads .

of4ITes work
Uses time wisely-

- Cares fop matelials

?Yr,
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

..Self disciplirfe '
% ,, IIIIIIII

-...:...:' .-
ROY.tiesY , MEM
tei0011 for othess $."1 . --- IIIIIIMI

COoPetatiOn .
,4.--;: MEI',...,..

.,- .

'''; .- 1211111111Self-COnfidence ...

47cialidlliyi - 111111111
rticipaiiiin * IIIIIM

respOnsibilitycs ,, ,
."... IEEE

fpitlativ:" --- . ,. Min

,



LEARNING AREA. 4

'LANGUAGE ARTS,

.

8

orpprelitilsion

C,;
:64440
niefei ./-

ciitVattacic"skills

n ependermieading
uency Ancr egression (reading aloud)/

V

`EXPRESSION

of-idetiv
-Creativity

Participation `

LOW;

Capability ii:this time
HIGH

LOW

4 .

HIGH
AChievement relative to capability'

-
ITTEN EXPRESSION
Communication of ideas
`Organization.
English usage
Creativity
Spelling competence-
Handwriting

1

4

STENING
-Comprehension -
"Attentive listening
Cjiticallstening

4

4.

MATHEMATICS

umber facts
easortingl,,
6inpatation' -e
600'0 coinprehension

,

LOW HIGH

Capab' ilk at this time

Low, .

Achieiement relatiie to 'capability

4



LEARNING AREA

GENERAL MUSIC

. /Participation
) A

. Attitude . ° . s

Response to rhythms
'Awareness of elements of music. . it

or

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Participation
General Musicianship
Tonal awareness.,
Rhythmic awareness
Preparation of assigned work

. ART

2

. .

bwressi;s, ideas creatively ,.

Uses variety of materials constructively 1.

listens to`and follows,directions
- , . .

.Strives for self improvement . ...., ..... . ,. : -
:

PHYSICAL' EDUCATION'

participation
.Motor skills

.

4fitness . .

'Slipitsmanillip
t .

At $t*ej for self improvenient
;

Adirondack Mt. HumanisticlAzientio
-Upper Jay, Neu, .York,129.0.



Jt.1/%1i0141. HIGH LEVEL

Comment Sheet
, .c.

k

Name of Student. Date
. f. "

This analysis is intended to'give parents a More speeific report as to.,,the areas
where student achievement is lAking and where. improvement should occul-. A
check before any item; indicates that the student needs to improve in this area.

We strongFy urge parents to make an appointment-Sviththe teacher if more
carificasion is desired.. ..

1, : -
..::-.. .

Reading Level

a

. Knows and uses structured analysis
Knows and uses context clues
CSn use the dictionary effectively
Can find the main idea in selections
Comprehends details
Can arrange related items in sequence

`Can relate details to the main idea .
Uses infereifces
Recognizes the differencebetween different types of writing: factual,
opinion, imaginative ,

Can recognize`and.analyze the elements Of literature
Adjusts, reading rate to. (the material.
Can interpret graphic materials
Reads orally with inflection and comprehension, .,
Does independent reading"

r. .

;



-

ENGLISH
. .

Teacher.'

Uses,.correCtjormstA speaking
Uses'cOrrect ,forms in.wfiting
Masters'the mech,anici of writing
Uses appropnateldi6m and diction
Expresses ideai effectively in written work
Exp4sies ideas effectively in oral. workz
Knows and uses various sentence patterns
Knows the criteria fc1 evaluating audip-visual communication
Organizes information and uses it as a basis for his own writing

- Participates in classroom discussions
. Fulfills required assignments

Remarks:

SPELLING

Teacher.
Passes weekly spelling tests
Transfers correct spelling to other work

- Recognizes relationship of various word forms
Can apply spelling patterns to.new words

. Fulfills required assignments

Remarks:

HANDWRITING

Teacher

MastOslettei-foiriiition ._---:::,
.Develops rhythm and adequate_speed_in ..Writing
Transfers good writing to other work -....

/Fulfills ,p.'s'signinents,.

Remarks:
. ^



.MATHEMATICS

Teacher

Mathimatics Level

knows the baiic facts* -

Performs basic compniationalskillSacewately
DI terpiets and solvesspVoble'nis

emonstrates coMprehensiOn.0 aglonatical ideas-and concepts.
Perceive matherngiCatrelatiO"' hips
Fulfills required ;a:Ssignnerits:

-
.

Reniarks:
,rth!,:.

SCIENCE

Teacher
..-k'-.,

Performcsimple -e4t0eiirciertts -intlividtially ancrWitli a group-.

Uses problein;SOlkintechniques-effively.
Knows science ..'' - --'",, ..',

Moves logically f.kpi obsei--yitiOn'yqoiiciu
Can see relationihips.ahck,inOli:ECOnifiaOSOiis'3, , :. -.. .

every-Is able to relate'seieri#Ifk",-ConcePts.ttirecerkfdeveloptnents-anci,-
day life -- -. '',.--..'-."';:.. ----- '" .

Masteri content rnitetial:-."-t1-. C :
Participates in cIassi,o:ohi ill-sq1A
Fulfills assignments. -%', :---- -. --...-,---'

.Remarks: 4*

SOCIAL STUDIES.

Teacher,
. .

Organizes information.,.

Interprets informatiOn
Evaluates information
Identifies s) Rarities and differences.
Assesses ad quacy of data' -
Understands terms and abbreviations ...
Interprets maps ,

Knows how.to/ute charts and graphs
Comprehends the significance of geographical; and historical facts
Masters content material... , ,..,,,

Participates in.-cIasstOom discussions-mature ,-

Does additional reading and research
"w------' .-- Fulfills reqUiied'assignmehts , -

Remarks:
,

.



eacher""

s basic art tbchniques .

orks with different media effectively
Is able to express ideas in''art forms
Fulfills assignments,

Remarks:

MUSIC
'

ti Teacher

Remarks:

r

ro

Masters the music theory that is taught
Participates in group singing
Shows ipterest and enjoyment
Fulfills required assignments *-

-,EFF1611.T.AND ATTITU S TOWARD STUDY

SOCIAL HABITS'' AND CONDUCT

DiVributed by:' Adirondack Mt. Humanistic Education Center
pper Jay, New York 12987



PROGRESS EVALUATION I

October 5, 1959
f***

My name is, . This is our first ev'aluation in
Wayne Junirligh School. I am insection . We have Miss Tunis for 4
English and Social Studies.

We have elected officers in our class. is presiant;
is vice-chairma'n; is secretary;

and is treasure We can buy many of our school
supplies here in junior high. Our school store representativeis

Oui class has chosen topics about4hich we wish to do research. My toeic
is . The books which I have used in doing my
research are:

We are learning to keep research data on note bards.,I have written
. -

note cards. Most of the class members have written note cards. My committee's
note cards are due October

We write twoor three compositions each week. Every Monday our spelling
list is made up of the words we have not been able to spell in our, written work.
So far, my spelling test marks have been , and

During each report card Marking period, we must road two books. I am now
reading by . . My report of the book is
due October 14.

In our .classroom we have several large bulletin boards on which the 'students

. arrange displays. have done (much, something, nothing) to help.
Each 'Wiltwe write' our major thought for thai week. The class has turned

A

in four thought cards I have tinned in

,

thought cards.
,F.Very day' we read the news summary fiorn the New York Times. Our

monthly scrapbooks of current events will be dues the first of each month.
40tWe also have a classroom library. We bring books and magazines for other

people to share during free reading time. I have loaned . books and Magazines to

the class library.
'Because the class is working. in various fields of research, we often work

in small groups. During small group sessions, I contribute (always, often, some-
, t, times, few times, never)`. 'When we finish small group meetings, we 4port our

problems- and. progress -to the entire class. 'During large group_ discUtsions,, I

participate (always, often, sometimes, seldom, neve-i).
Because much of our work is written, we practice penmanship. This term rri)i

writing'has/(improved, -stayed the' same, gOtten messy): .

Num in most of my haniewOrk assignments (on time late, not at all).
As I review my record orthis first feW weeks, I believe my mark for English

and .social studies to be A B,G D E. The , areas in which I .must try hardest to

.t.e,".0.

, -
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imrove

1 *

t. ;

.9'

1. C

I believe my' conduct thus far has been (excellent, good fair, in need of
improvement, xery bad.) Miss Tunis believes my work has,,,been (satisfactory,
Unsatistactorx;failing.) Teacher's comments:

Parents' comments:

Distributed by: Adirondack Mt. Humanistic Educatidn Center
Upper Jay, New York 1298

-
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Name of Student .- Date

This analysis is intended to give parents a fiirther clarification as to the
progress and performance of.their child. We strongly urge parents to make
appointment with the teacher if more clarification is desired .

4

PRIMARY. AND INTERMEDIATE LEVEL

Comment Sheet,

l

LANGUAGE ARTS

Reading - Teacher 'c;1,

Knows and uses basieewprehension skills

Knows arid uses basic wohl attack skills

Reads silently

Reads orally

4.

Additional comments:

%P.

ft
English Teacher

Expresses ideas ell. orally

Expressesides well in written form

Has good sp ech habits

Completes requ ed asigni4ents

Additional com ents:
'

79.

e

t.

,41
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LANGUAGE ARTS (Continued)

S

Masters principles of spelling

Teacher

t

e

Uses correct spelling consistently in all subject areas

Coinpletes weekly assignments .

Additional comments:

Handwriting Teacher

Masters the elements of gOod handwriting , ,. ....
:,

Consistently makes the transfer of good writing to other work

.
Completes assignments

,

0 9,111

*************************************** ****11,***********44****

Mathematics Teacher

Knows basic facts
*-

Computes accurately

rInterprets and solves problems

Perceives relationships

Completes assignrpents

Fry

**********************- ***It******-********Oc**************** *******
,

Science Teacher
As

Masters concepts
9 '

Sees relationships and Makes comparisons . .

a , k,
Peiforms ekperimentiindividually and with group .4

Completes required assiennents:

Additional comments:

tt4*. 80

I
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Social Studies

Masters geographical concepts

'

tg

II API

Oc,

81

'21TeacheP,

4 I
.0

O 'D

Knows and uses concepts and map skills -

Comprehends the significance of geoghiphical and historita) facts

Completes required assignments and "projee,t§

Additional comments:

Art Teacher
0: ' S

Participates in art activities

.

Useytools and media well
S

Demonstrates creative ability

Completes assignments

Additional comments:

' Music

-Masters music theory ,

Shows interest, enjoyment and appreci;4on

. f Teacher

Additional comments:.

****************************************************************

EFFORT AND STUDY HABITS

`Listens to and follows directions
T

"Begins work promptly and systematically

Has necessary equipment

Uses time effectively

Works independently

Accepts responsibilities''''

a



J
4° s

r+, .
,

-82' -

0 I

SOCIAL HABITS .

Reipects authority

'Cooperates with schoOl and safety regulations

I

PractIcs. self-contro4l,

Considers'others

6 - o

'

Is neat and orderly in personal matters-

Recognizes the rights and property of others

Relates well with peers

0

* **Si* ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***** VOlc** ******** ** * * * * *?lc * * * * * * * * *** *** ****

Parent's response 0

r

3 .

3

4
, .

****y**********45*******************,.*********************4c***mic*
. . .

Patents may request an interview ,.
.

. .
,. . ..

In respon to thii comment sheet, I sjiould like, ail appointment the follow--
.

,

. ,
....

ing teach rs; ...
AA`

Parent's Signattire,
..

6

; .33.

. . t''''', .r. , i ";... ,' ; .., .

'Distributed by: dirondack Mt. Hurdanistic Education t'enter
,.Upper JaY, New York 12s987 ...

,
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: 11/18/75
,.

STUDENT NAME

TEAM 71 HOMEROOM 00103:

REPORTING PERIOD-09/04/75 TO 11/07/75 4144-

83;

.

JOHN A. HANNAH MIDDLE SCHOOL
PUPIL PROGRESS REPORT

I.

Subject-Math
Teacher-Rob ,Arindt

Academic Achievement in Mathematics I

Your child has met all of the objectives set, fO'r him o1 her fort this reporting,
period.

Your child has satisfactorily completed:
Addition of whole numbers
Subn'action of whole numbers .

Multiplication-of-whole numbers
Addition of fractions
Subtraction of fractions
Multiplication of fractions

,1 Division of,fractions-
-5-\ :

Algebra
Chapter...One .. .

-; -'- _ Chapter Two '..
Chapter Three -
Completed math prOjecr

..
Other-comments in mathematics t - <----,,4-

Is punctual , f , -,punctual

SY

(

K

.

'Written tests refleeta high level Of understanding of material -

Has a jilitive attitude -. ' A ii-

AssumeereS-ponsibil4 for own learning -,;','V
-Wcirksiielf in4peridently. , If

.

.._ , -kl-las holicompletia 1 satisfaCtOyt,hihnher Of asgg en s
' ' ":-Tak-gteSponsibili(Ylfor eornpfeting homework h grim, .\ ., ., :. z, -,1-rime -. . - ,:-,

:

Subject=, cience' ..--

Teacher ristine Johnson:.
. ... .

Academic Achievement 'in Science-- ,-.,. .-.. _ ,

I.Your_chltd has in--et all of the;objeakxes se
-.;. ,_ .

period. - -- -- :

In fhe area of earth gaerice, your stlident:;
- Can identify acid name basic 'sect

' Carl iaentifyancGaine,-11asfe'.igii
Canidentify.,!aricinkrnebisic-niet

Understands and recognizes the
saletice vOcahufary.

t , Understands theorigihs
:

of each,-
alias onipleied hmpst of the rota.

-earth,?cience yrnit.
.

it-:
,

r him r fatthi,i-eportirig.
-

P

,
'....s

enfai-,:y rocks ; .

.

us rocks . c.--

inorphic rocks, "

efinitior,i' s of most of the :earth.,. ,..

..-,.- 4:-, . ..

f the OCk'familitS,
.....,-,-...,..

,.

ed-expemnent5 dealing with the..



TEAM 71 (Continued) HOMVO,OM 00iO3'

Can identify and name basic minerals =-
Can accurately classify rocks into their three major goups
(i.e. sedimentary, igneous, metamorphic)

:*Other comments in science .

,

Written tests. reflect a high level of underslanding of Material
Accepts.responsibilility for-personal actions °
Activities /assignments reflect good organizational skills
Cooperates tvith others .

. e

Takes responsibility for completing written assignnehts '..1

Has shown that he'can collect data from a scientific experiment
and/or research materials . .

Demonstrates awareness and applies goodAabcn- tory safety habits

NY

SubjectCommunication Arts
Teachefelv Wagner
Academic Achievement in Communication Arts °

. .. . .

Your child has met a satisfactory portion of the objectives set for hirivrher
fdr this reporting period. % -

. ..

Is familiar with the arrangement of materials in the - library
as'completed all book reviews ,

...
,, Uses context clues to aid comprehension . , .1

Demonsrrntes inferf.st ifi_building reading vocabulary
:Generally is able,t6.determine the main idea, .

;.-ckenprally. spells words correctly bn spelling tests
On spelling final, student achieved' . percent.
Is entbusiastiand exhibits dbility,asa self-starter
Capable of, higher qiility work .. ;

.k.. Generally: punctuates:own ',writing aPpropriately. . .

, Has demonstrated the ability to follow directiyy giVen orally
.:

S

*

Subject -- Social. Studies
Academic Achievement in SoCial Studies

Yolir child has met all of the Objectives set
ti

period :'
.. .

'-' 'Locates the states of the- ite&States correctly_
. Spells'the Statc,s-of tit nited States correctly'

All asskrments co letecl, . - ..

, . .
. Has done irery 11 on out-of-class wgrld geogrehSrlopics

On 41'e...topography t tri unit, your student: . .-.
-", 'Did :a d job on the,Koject _ -,

. -

r hirh or her fbr this Oporting

.
On the map I's unit, your student.:

as demonsifated vei':y-fine skills

commentsrh°SoZiAl Studies .

.Has-apositive.,attitude
Classrbb
-Polloivs-olass rideS

,



TEAM 71 (Continue '---

'Si,11(jectPhysical

4
Education

TeacherLinda Nelson" V

0

O

HOMEROOM 00103

85

Achievenien,:tlin Physical Education
-$

4.°w-61414:has-met 411 of the objectives set for him or her for this reporting.
period. . .

In addition to achieving all of the objectives your child hAs exceelledexpec-
'tations. .

-Footballincludes individual phyiical skills,-team, skills', and :T

Passing
Kicking (kick-off)" .

, Punt
.

.
IS able to demonstrate functional skill(s) when measured by ,,o,,t,

..
instructor.

.

Is able to.demonstrate use of skill(s) in a game situation.

Soccerincludes individual physical skills, team skills, and
Kicking ,
Passing

04)ribbling
Stopping
Offense strategy
Defense strategy

Is able to demonstrate use of skills) in a game situation.'

. Other comments in-physical Oucationi
Demonstrates good sportsmanship

. Is punatual-
Uses class time productiv.

. Cooperates with Others,

'Subject` Band

Academic Achievement in Band
Your.child Etas met all of the objectives set for him or. her for.this reporting

.. period.

Works up to capabilities most of the time -- 7

Acions displayedin.class suggest that this,student ais highly,
. motivated ' ..,

.

. General level of performance is excellent- .
Other comments inband ..-,. , . 1

.

.



TEAM 71 (Continued) HOMEROOM 00103

.,;k1,,,44

SubjectFrench
TeacherIsabelle Shannon
Academic Achiev' ement in. French-

.
wit .

Your child has met all of the objectives set for him or her for this reporting
period. .

.:. - . . ,.

In addition to achieving all of the objectives your child has exceededeacpec-
tations, . -

.
Has 4 demontrated linguistic aptitude through the- basic ski

f emphasized for this reporting period. , . ,,

Displays Treat enthusiarns and a positive attitude toward learn g.'
A Demonstraes linguistic ability and consistently pits fokh.suffi,

cient effort.
. 'w

,
her comments in French .

Written tests reftect a high level of undeictanding of Material
,

Does well on orkpractical tests .,...

All study and social skills are satisfactory
,.-. i'

ti
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spiom.lidslqua #69.

JUn"CtiOn City,lfregon.

Central Elementa7 School
4

l' Z 3 4

Days Present
.t.,

Days Absent . '

Times Tardy

HomgBoDm _Teachei .

_ Year
.7 =

ASsigneci..ti5

Teacher
A.

:Appr

9

September 19 -

Principal

. ,

. .

KEY TO MARKING: check indicates the skill h been taught, but not yet
\' mastered by/your child. In case f personal re6ponsibilities,

it indicatiS improvement is needed.

A,plus indicates the skill has be2(taught. and has been
mastered by your'child. 'fn the c e of personal respons-
ibilities,it indicates satisfactory performance.

.F4) An asterisk indicates, a coaMent on the.back of the pgge.

PERSONAL ATTITUDES AND..RESRYNSIBILITIES

4 A ,
..,

? icipatcs in Physi4a1 EducWon Attivities .

P..
Shows positive attiO in P.E .. t .r
T ,

' 41-
clean P.E. clothes "weekly. . . . ...

Takes care of pertliFial belongings,

Tdkes prow care of equipment and ifilities
r b

Make i specific efftrt. to help others. . aiwo".

.,444:--.44.. 4Is considerate of 'ottkers:v fgelings. .,. .
-

Demands reasonable sharle'of attention .. ° . ..

Reacts coh*Uctive Criticism well . .

4 '

-C*TrateS4in .

. _ .

;Cdoperates in large group .

I. II IV

E:21 E:::1.1;:a 1---1
I 1..

o 1

.

47-1 r--1

1-7 I

1

..

I= F-7' _,

... . -

O14,..WS.chool'rules 4 '. , I '

isterls-411. e '



:.Partipipatei.cons ructively in discussions

.
'1$ `ready wi, th attention at start of claSses .

" (*ills,' P.Z., jCaleidoscope, Apr !ication)

'.`.,

dy with materials
,

at.start :of cla scs. . .

)Skills P .r.:7Kardi:duscope ,

:Gets ass,Wrunents done un time

W5rks welt, inJependzntly . .... .. .. f1 El I

.....

.89

,.

fi-OMMUNICATION

PUICTUATION
--Capital Letters

'Names

Beginnitg of sent,ences ..... . .

Calendar -named. ,
(teeting. and closing of letter..

Proper -names f
streets, compdniet, schools) ,,.

Titles Of people .. . Iv .
Titles of stories;books,' -poems
First word- of 'direct quotation
first,word of outline

-Periods'

,'End of sentence

.Abbreviations .

-Qu§Stioirlfarlis

Exclamation Marks

~ ^

I ,

,

. :

nos

I,
- a ' 04' I :0! ''

0 ;),. .- .` 0000 f
, ,. ,

- % , - i" ''
-4 -

Commas ,
, --

Day, Month, Year `i, . i....-. 4- :

. Yes, - No

_ City, State . .,%,i.:: i o ' .i 4; Ji ".."1-

..:',7,Serie$ 9,4' ... 0,.. i 'N; 1y

:-.:Greeting and. closing

Direet address
AOBtations./....

Cdtrophes,_.
oritractions . .-

.

4 , - .0

.,4

.

4,

AO= -c,

Oil Marks . . _ ,0

,Vf,

sanest tsletter--.
_.. 0000
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C

GRAMMAR ,

Recognizes nouns y

Recognizes pronouns
. ,

.4.

Recognizes adjectives , . .

Recdgnizes verbs 1_ . ... ".. ... 41,,

Recognizes advej'bs .*4

Cari-fort-and-use correctly plural-nouns- -
Can_formand use correctly verb tenses
Can form and use correctly comparative adjectives

Can form commonly used'abbreiations
Can form contractions

VOCABULARY
Homonyms , ,,...., . . .

Synonyms - . ..4, 5 .. . . ...'

SPELL-ING - -Level

r.

6.4
, .,

Completes 'weekly: workbook. assignments aQ'Ottr:at.ely.

Masters weekly word list (80% mastery),, ' * 4 ..,.

WI:WRITING, ". - ,,,

Correct small letter formation ,

.Correct capital letter formation . . .

,,Neatness' and legibili:ty'in'daily work .

IFORMS OF WRITTEN COMMUNICA*ON
Sentences

,
Recognizes complete 'sentences . . . . . ,. a ¢e,

Req9gnizes four :basic sentence types. ... ow.

-.' Writes four .basic sentence types .. : ... .

n Paragraphs
Topic sentence 0.0..1 CHF 0.r 1 .... 0, A

.Unity 2', ..... . "...e .,%.
V

,t Sequence,' . . . C0000 4. "
,-- Usescomplc;te $4.?.ntess-,, .,. :, ,, ii: ..

.Sentence variety. . . . A.._ .... . ,

Indentation . .. .,. ' . 0.0 lev,
.s

Margins e ,. . . - .. .. (

4

Letter Writing
4--WIEHaly letter

:BUsiness letter _

Desdriptive writ;n§ 00,00 0..,{ .
Short story writing. ..... e

Character,setches ."

Poetry ,' ... .. -, if.
InstrUctions/dfrections 4

Invit4t ions

" ,:. ,

,

FORMS!OF,SPOKEN COMMUNICAT
:speech habits. .. . . : 4k5 --.'7

555

,- 4 .

Intr.oducticins,. y,..,..'.iy',.. . .. i.' .

Telepbond.'uthage. ... . . 4-----.- , .. . . .
4strugtrons/directiorts.,., .

. .,

ti
P.
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#

4,4

P-22-StATCH P.ND-STUDY ,SKILLS

ALPHADP,TIZING s,

first letter '

second lettel.
. t

. . 0,s' OOO OOO
third lettep l 4

mixed letters
book titles

, .
'INDEX ..

in books,
for enayclopedias . . ., ........ . : .

DICTIONARIES .
guide words.

1,
multiple meanings
pronunciation key

OUTLINING
main topic
spbtopic As

LINE GRAPHS ,- .

making one. .t ,.,..
ei..,

.

using one to get infomatidn: ..... "., .
...

._
4,

,
yr

',if DAR GRAPHS . .

makino one: ...... .` .*:. _. .. ...
using one to get information. . . .... ,. .

.. . 4i ,

,,,....

,CIRCLE GRAPHS
.

.11,

making one. I. . . . ? ..... i^ '.1

, -Using ore tp get information. . ?',.. . ." ......;.- 1I

4 , ,
4

TIRE LINES', ,,,,,,,
.....(..1

,,..-- , _ f
. , I events' in minutes

1 i events in l i b u r s ; .' . k . .; .'. . " . . .. .. ..
- ', el.entd in years'

... . 4

.91

1110.04.0*,

Q.

V [f]

0

DIAGRAM
mak e.' .... .. ... ,

'interpret ng.:...'. . .

t .- r: . ...
v I ' S t I..,

. -p o cal boundaries. -;. . . . . * .
-1 -atlas.

.i , t.
.

,grids .. . .. .. -,,, : `'. .-.. 0 . O : a; ' i
11"

r. latitude &longitude ''''

baste land forms 4-
.

.

basic, water formi `. .44. .... : .. . .
direetiof.s. . ;.:. v . .,-,. A 10

3:4 distkIce scales :-- t-..`,. . . 1 : , ."..'.....( ..I.

a

Serolettisrosst. .trcrsonao' rewrrs-tr000ran.loSsr-rer..............,......-...-or -..
. .

tt .. ...kr:ii4lifer;,,f;...'htstire -f

st' 9 1,,4ts .1_,;... ': .3rd 9 wegk.S.
, , ,,

---- ., , ...- :',.. 4

Ad: 41- w,e_.; ..,k,s , ; e

r.- e . 4 f,

,,/,, . 4 , .,

II Fs;Ps s.' SY .'gq AND Ili-TURN ikd;X1107,5L -

voik. ',.,
r.,.
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COMMENDATION REPORT .

' .BRAHAit,Mt6biE SCHOOL

"

Date
re

4 . .

-- Dear f til''1 ,. : -, c. ,
, ..

,

.
4 t ' , 41 0 I =.

We at 'the Middle SchhOl fee). that wheil'itchiid is doing exceptionally well

in a partic4ar'subject,,Wdeservesaome commendation beside a grade. We
also feel-that the 04rentsappreciate being notified, of this too.

., . .......4

ta

!

.:. YourAild :. , who-,is in grade ' has been
.

,

. doing Articuiariy fine' work in ,Land deserves

appropriate recognition F,
,

e
, Commendation is particularly,in order because:

. . , . .

° '..!:Daily assignments are dOne neatly, corre,41y; and on time.
..

. i. .

participation
:.:

Active a in;class activities and discussions*
1 4`

. -
t

'

,
' -Zadeiiendent. effective work.. ^

-----7.:: --
.

. , rt., . .1

''':'. ---,-.Nleigant mid',Cdoperative attitude. .

Eit:rpwOrktdoneimluntar. Cr.*

.-, , , .

Displays' a fiat attitude toward school, classmatei and
'., teachera. /... ., ilk. I

Additional= Comments: ,-

a ' t
'

.o : )11

;-:-',-7.,:', ''' n)': ,'
' 1 .1.

4-
1Sincerely

-.1'4,,''..T .;,.
t -. v : .

- ,

a

4
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PLEASE USE PEN ONLY Shanti School

i
SCHO6L RECORD FORM * * 480 Aiylum Street =

- Hartford, Connecticut

.
061.03

4 .

' . '

.
I

NAME SEX J t'

. ' Male or Female
IIONE .-BIRTHDATE.

ADDRESS

PARENTS"
Fathe

DATE OF ENTRY f FROM
Mother

S'chool

DATE OP LEAVING , r REASON
.

RE-ENROLLED FROM
, Date

LEFT
Date

.

COURSE NAME

1

16 Points.

. I
COURSE NAME

COURSE NAME- ,16 Points.

I I

16 Points COURSE NAME

. '1 I
COURSE NAME 16 Points

COURSE NJIB 16 Points_

LJ0
IlI

16Points '

71
COURSE NAME

I

.16 Points

1.1
COURSE NAME t6 'Point&

1
COURSE NAME

fj

COURSE NAME

16 Points

I
ig'Pdints

11111..-

16 Points,

COURSE NAME Z6 Points'

COURSE NAME 16 Points

COURSE NAME

I

16 Points-

COURSE NAM

a

16. points

p ,

COURSE NAME

I -I

16 Points ---'

COURSE NAME -16 points

:C URSE-NOE 16 Pointe

0%

G , -4, . . ... .

1) 18 Credits (288 Poinii )

2) 4,pisy - 2 'Cycles before graduation date` '

1-G.E.IX., Exam,
: :
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PLEASE USE PEN ONLY

STUDENT

cofin NAME

4

t

.

, 1

. Shanti School
OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT 'LAO Adylum Street

gartford, CT 06103
(203) 522-6191

INSTANT YEAR/CYCLE POINTS ...WADED N

16.

1

. ..-;NUMBER OF CAR UNITS:

Ehg;: Foreign Lang.
-Social Science

Science- ,Art

,TOTAL:

HOME GROUP- LEADER y ,. DATES !'



,STUDENT SELF-EVALUATION(REPORT

t

°

e

0

Name '

95-

4

STUDY HABITS AND ATTITUDES Y.ENS
..- *

Isl 0 SOMETIMES'
V

D Ilk' .. I exert mipest effort when .I work ..
NI

, . '

I work without bothering°6thers,
'J.

' ,4 .
Ilisten well 1

.'
,I follow directions -..

-

, I. tryoto finish what I (tart o...1-4- ,
'

. .

'a :1 --.

I Cake cafe of the tht.a.t.s..Vitge,:',..--

,,,...... .... .

.

. . (

'. KNOWLEDGE SKILLS AND-APPRI;,CIATIONS YES6_-,NO -SOMETIMES

`Hike to share experiences .
- -'._,_ . . -.

,, . ,
.,

1 enjoy reading ''t - °. . ..

I read well,. '" ,N
-10 . .

0 . .

Dor . 4 -
I like 'to: Wil tesreports ,g ., °

°
. .

o

,. . .

/
I like write stories -.., .. . ._ ..

a . r. ? je
,Pwrite all my woik carefully '

, ,...
4 .Q.

-7 :1-=.
,-1,-..-:-r.

..)115.-it,.
.-o-,',,,.....t-

.

zspell'my words carefullW ,..

..
.

. ,
, 1,,

,,

... -enjo,y art -, °
'''

, .
'

V, Z .

#. a .
, . ..,

-- . s 4.,.renjoy music .
V

i
.- .

) t ''
.

1-
....

I like physical edu6 n ., ,

. P ,v'' .

V
.

.

-, ot!
-Lam a good Sp t t --). . ,01 , , --:-- , . ...

!
:

I enjoy Tath ..
` V. ; \.,.. 11

. ;,1 ,./

'
.

I have i rove'd these

.

.

a

6

,t"b

4

.

e k
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FOOTNOTES AND REFERENCES

-Starch, Daniel, and Elliott, Edward C. ' "Reliability of Grading of High School Work in
English." School Review: Volume 21; 1913.

SrEdwaid Elliot/ and Daniel Starclk tested the reliability of grades by giving 1b0 teachers the
,saute English theme to grade. Th grading scale _showed a 39-point spread! When the same
approach was applied to science and..math grades, the reliability fell even lower. Their conclu-
sions testified to the unkeliability of ,gYading which was based on the different standards applied
by individual teachers. Since that time, as. often as researchers ha4e evaluated .grades, their
results have supported Elliott and Starch: traditional grades are totally, unreliable as measures of
Auden t progress.

2Glasser, William. Schools Without Failure. New York: Harper and Row, 1969.

3Rosenthar, Robert, and Jacobson, Lenore. Pygmalion in the Classroom: Teacher Expectation
and Pupi4eitellectual Development, New York: Holt, Rinehart-4;d Winston, 1968.

-
4Simon, Sidney; Kirschenbaum, HoWaid; and Napier, Rodney. Wad!' a-Get? The Grading Game,
in American Education. New York: Hart PublishingCo., Inc., 1971.

,
5Kirschenbaum, Howard, and Bellanca, James. The College Guide for Experimenting High.
Schools. Upper Jay, N.Y.: National Humanistic Education Center, 1973.
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